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·. Task Force
looks ahead
May solve housing problem
By Kelly Briggette
, and Frank Moore

Setting up for last night's Winter Carhival bonfir.e . Rumor has it that several si:acks of The
New Hampshire were unceremoniously torched to start the blaze. (Craig Parker photo) .

W~rkers teady to rally
By Dayna Bradfield
The NeV: Hampshire AFLCIO ancf Local · 2208 IBEW
· (lnrernarional Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers) will sponsor
. a rally for the locked our Simplex
\ workers on Washington's Birthday, February 16 at 2 p.m. in ·
Portsmouth, N.H. at rhe VFW
Hall on Deer Street.
The purpose of this solidarity
rally is to get the community ,
together and ··show the area
labor is alive and well and will
continue to be so" said Ned
Duplessie, a member of the
Local 2208 IBEW.

See related story ~n
page -3.

and are willing to rake Simplex
to the limit co. achieve these
goals Duplessie said.
_ The Local 2208 !BEW has
asked char th e public help
.su pporr them by j(.)i ning the
locked out workers at the labor
rallv :rnd r,, hf,ln fi .~ hr for the

rights of the proletariat._"We
hope to have a good showing
at the rally," Duplessie said .
· "We are stronger now than
we ever were and we'll take
Simplex to the limit, Duplessieadded."

The Joint Town University
Advisory Committee meeting
discussed · recommendations
Monday .aimed ar alleviating
s rLiden t housing and parking .
problems. The eight individuals
on rh @Task Force represented
· community, university and student interests. ·
Among the recommendations
w e re p I a n s fo r a d d i t i o n ,t.l
University-owned sruder\t hous ing and a p;Hking garage.
Dean of- -Student AfLxirs J.
Gregg Sanbprn, spokesman for
the Tas_k Force, said the committee is working on establishing better C<mditions between
the University and the town of
Durham. They inclu,de: a safe
and secure living environment;
·s ufficient and afford.a ble student
ho using; adequate community
parking; and well kept neigh borhoods and harmonious interactions among neighbors ,
· To insure a safe and secure
living _environrnent, the ·co1n \'1nir..tee. re~qmmend_eq J,n ~du-\cariodal program fi)i·tenancs
and landlords to increase aware- ·
ness of their respectiv~ responsibilities . Ac.cording to _T,1sk
Force member and Housing
Coordinator for the Commu ter/Transfer Center Mariquita
Morrison, th<;,: program centers ·
on ,l "Good Neighbor" brochure
which lists ordinances· affecting HOUSING,. page U

WetzeJ•wins · innovatorawar d
By Elizabeth Cote
vice president of research at
U11ivetsity of New Hamp- · UN H, said, "Recipients (of the
shire Professor William Wetzel
Outs randing Innovator Award)
h,~s received the 1.Jni.versity's
have co have a creative idea, and
Outstanding Innovator Award
add v a Iu e ro ·i r. They m us t
which recognizes We~zel as the
convert ( the idea, to something
founder of Venrure Capital
that really has a function."
network, Inc., a not-for , profir- ,
Wetzel said the idea for VCN,
corporation that matches indi-' Inc. came out of his research of
vidual investors with einerging
i n f o rm a I r is k c·a p it a I i n New
entrepreneurs.
England. From his research
James Morrison , associate Wetzel conclt.1ded· there are a

According to D~plessie, _the
Simplex Workers have been
locked out since Jtdy 2>0, 1986.
the locked doors
Reasons
are being attribti'ted to Si'mplex
nor in favor of irs workers
belonging t(i a union. The
management at Simplex tried
to force a strike upon the
workers and when that wa~ not
a :;uccess, the workers were
lite1:ally locked out of the build- ·
ing, Duplessie sta·ted. ,
, Appare.ntly Simplex' hired a
law firm from -Atlanta, G.A.,
known nati()nally for breaking
as hired
~ up unions .. The firm ,w_
w create havoc for the Simplex
workers, Duplessie said.
Duplessie said the State of
New Hampshire is fully aware
of the situation and the Department of Emplo,yment Security
has declared it a lock out.
"Simplex is snubbing their nose
at the State of New Hampshire," he s;:iid.
The locked out workers just .
Professor William Wetzel, winner of the Outstanding Innovator
want to be alk>wed to work again
under fair ai:id just rnndi,ti<:>.[ls .. . ~ward. (Stu ,E:van~ p_hot9) _

for

stuJents directly. The brochure
will explain the responsibilities
of tenants and landlmds and will
list avenues to ta_ke when prob- ·
!ems arise. The educational
program should be in effect by
. - .
September, 1987.'
The Task Force also recom~ended the Board of Selectmen
re~iew all existing ordinances
by Ocwber, 1987'. "Some (of the
ordinances) may be overlapping
or contradicting each other,"
committee member and landlord Marty ,Srnith said. Smith
emphasized the ordinance
passed in the spring of .1986
prohibiting no more than three
unrebted persons frnm occup ying a single family dwelling
will not -be challenged.
· A tl1 i rd prop o s a I i n v o Ives
evaluating a : shift ' in police
jurisdiction concerning fraternities and sororities from Durham Police to Public Safety.
"The police seem to be spread
-quite thin ...and can:r deal with
what residents see as behavioral
problems : .. especially on wee. kend nights," Sanborn said. .
1
··An:ordiffg to Di-,~ect<H" of
Pu.blic Safety David A. Flanders,
the proposed change is worth
discussing. "If it's an advantage ·
to the Greek System and .community, it would definitely be
an advantage,:· Flanders said.
"The swjtch in jurisdictionhas to be looked at in terms of

large number _o f wealthy indiVCN, ..lnc. and specifies the
v-idual investors interested in
nature of their business and the
investing in emerging compan amo~int -of money they need .
ies, but no confidential mean,s
Wetzel said the matching is
of n_1atching investor to comdone "blind." Neither the in.
vestor nor 'rhe e. ntrepr.eneur
panies. . .
"VCN, Inc. acts as a respected
know who they are dealing with
bur d1sinteres·ted intermediary,"
until the last stage of the
Wetzel said.
matching process. In the final
Helen _(;oodman, VCN, Inc.
st,1ge VCN, ln,c. releases the
pniject manager, said, "We
name of the investor to . the
opp~ra.~ e much like a dating
ent~_epreneur. · At that point,
service.
Wetzel said, VCN_, ·inc. with Go.o drnan explai11ed interest- , . draws and allows the investor
ed i·nvestors, usually with
·and entrepreneur to negotiate
$20,000 ro $ i 00,000 to invest
on their own.
register with VCN, Inc. by
Wetzel said he plans to spen.d
f i 11 in g o u t ·a question n a i re t_o the ·$5,000· research grant that ,
specify the type of company they
accompanies the Outstanding
wo uld be interested in investing
Innov,1tor Award on further
in. Also, the e11trepeneur with
a _b usiness idea re_gisters with WETZEL, page 21

J.nside ·
Look for a personal to you from that
spec ial someone ·•in our special Valentines Day Personals section on page 2'4 .
In the Forum, read Cindy Garthw.aite's
article on Diversty. The second in a series
of articles written by various members
of the UNH community. See· page 28 .
.· . • I
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Gunstock offers

•

I

great getaway

, -~,it.,~,.f!f~\rt}r:Js.Jtftl

---~-

By Steven Ciararnetaro

during a season that run:s from
For University of New Hamp- mid-December into spring. I
shire. skiers, Guntstock ski area
For the beginning skier, Gunoffers the best opportunity for stock is ideal. There is a new,
a mid-week, one-day getaway. separate beginner's area which
Located· in Gilford, N.H., near en com passes several new or
Laconia, Gunstock is less than reformed trails and a double
an hour away from Durham. chair lift (800 ft). Skiers enrolled
Overlooking the Presidential in the Gµnstock ski school are
Range of the White Mffuntains, . guaranteed they will ski before
·
the resort has spectacular views . the~day is over.
of Lake Winnepesaukee. The
For the advanced skier, GunUNH Ski teams conduct their stock is not a prime r:-esort.
daily practices on the slop~s of There are only four advanced
this resort.
trails, most of which merge with
other trails. This gives ·the Jess
- This is the second of six experienced skiers the chance
articles on ski resorts 10 of interrupting .a skilled skier's
run. On the fained "Hotshot"
New England
trial, which boasts mogals th<r
A fairly srnall resort,. Gun- size of small Volkswagens, there
stoc:k does not compare with have been spare spots all season,
larger mountains father north exposing skis to damaging dirt
or-in Vermont. It has jus,t 25 and rocks.
Weekend skiers who dislike
trails, which include five novice,
14 intermediate and four · expe~t long lift lines should probably
· trails. There- are two double avoid Gunstpck. Last weekend,
chairlifts., two tfiiples, and sev- the wait for a summit chair
eral smaller 1-ifrs. The Summit averaged 20 minu.tes. With the
Triple chair, the largest and only 13 1ninute ride up, a · skier
,
chair which ascends the peak, averaged less than tw,) runs per - . .
"': · . ·
is 6400 .feet long, a ride of 13 · hour. In order to get more runs
"
minutes. The vertirnl drop from for the money, one should use
the faster,single lift lines on the -. ·:" -:--.;t·
the peak is 1400 feet. ··
"": ""' .
This season Gunstock is cele- triple chai_rs. These usually last
bra t iQg its 50th year of oper- only five minutes·. proxits
of
because
Gunstock,
w9rth
million
$10
with
a.tion·
of new snowmaking equipment. imity to the UNH campus and
attractive mountain for stuGunstock now claims 90 percent Tuesday's special.of two tickets
· a
coverage with snow making for the price of •o·ne, is an d ents. O vera ll , G unstoc k 1s
0

great place for the beginner but
the advanced skier may find it

'•· i

NEWS IN
Theatre by the Sea closes
its -doors

Aids panic ·in Japan

The death ofa Japa~ese prostitute ,from AIDS
has sent waves of panic throughout Japan. The 29
Theatre by the Sea has closed its doors a.fter--23
year old woman from Kobe, Japan, was the 18th
years, board of trustees president William Cormier
confirmed_fatality due to AIDS in Japan.
The Kobe woman was reported to have been said Wednesday.
The only full-time repertory theater_north of
. attracted to western culture and men. Her de.a th
Boston was loosing between $10,000 and $12,000
has sparked concern among heterosexuals, and
a month, Cormier said.
.
·
created a distrust of foreigners.
The announcement of "' the · closing came so
. Last week, the justice prime minister, Kaname .
u_nexpecte-4ly~t city residents and the region's
· Endo, called for legislation that would allow Japan
artists reacted, with shock. Some blamed a lack of
to deny entry to foreigners believed to be carrying
contributions. Others said there was mismanage.
_
AID&
· ·
ment. But together they.,mourned the loss.,
1

,

I

disappointing.

'' /

Shultz u-r g·e s Shamir to
talk peace
Prime Minister Yitzhah Shamir of Israel plans
to visit Wash-ington next week. In a letter to the
Israeli leader, Secretary of St<!te George P. Shultz
urged Shamir to come prepared to discuss ways
to get the stalled Mid.dle East peace pr(Kess moving
· ·
.
agai_n. ·
The Reagan administration is anxious to get the
peace process energized again after a hiatus of about
one year, sources said, in part to demonstrate that
the U.S. foreign policy is nor suffering from paralysis
as a result of the Iran-contra affair.
Shamir is willing to explore steps toward more
active process, the sources said, but .is "extremely
cool" to the idea of holding an international peace
conference as a prelude to direet negotiations with
Jordan because of apprehensi(>n that .the So~iet ·
Union an_d various Arab -states would try co use
. such a forum to gang up on Israel.

a

.East still considered for
nuke waste site
Koop condones condom
Energy Secretary John Herrington sa·i d Wed· comme-r cials
NHL .A II-Sjars .t ake g~~e/
nesday the searcq for a nuclear waste disposal site
begin
could
and
in the East has not been abandoned
one froDl the.Soviets.--,
·
as early as this summer.
· Su.r geon ~eneral C. Everett Koop testified this'
Herringto.n said the department is .. totally
week before Congress that condoms should be
committed" to going ~head with the .search for a
advertised on national television to stem the. spr'e ad
second waste repository in .the East but a final
of AIDS. Koop said the only more certain ·ways
decision would not have to be. reached until the
to avoid AIDS are celibacy and monogomy. ·
·
mid.:1990'.s.
Network television executives are resisting the
. Rep. Edward Markey (0-Mass) asked Herr,ingto.n
ide_a of advertising condoms. But evidence is
10 a Sena_te ~ubcommittee hearing_, "Maine, New
mounting that, faced with the alternative-possible
infection and death from AIDS- Americans are · Hampshire ....North Carolina can not feel they're
· ·
·
'
off the hook?"
rethinking attitudes toward ~ondom advertisements.

"Thar'_s right," Herrington said.

The __NHL All-Star team ·beat the Soviet hockey ·
tearn, (4-3), Wednesday night in the .opener of the
t'"'.<>-game, Rendez-Vous '87 series played fo QYebec . .
Dave Poulin of the_' Flyers ddlected into the net
the wir:tning goal, with 1: 15 left to play.
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Strikers show
Union solidarity
- By Mary Lea Palo
Coming back to the group he
Tliey carry signs .that read winks. "We only say that to
"Lockout" with Little American people we like. The rest of them
flags attached to the top. At 10 we let sit there. Remember that
on this cold February tractor-trailer? We didn't tell
m ·orning the wind blows the him nothin'!" .
More talk. Everyone is saying
flags out straight. Muffled in
hoods and many layers of clo- the same thing. "It,' s a long road
thing, wearing insulated rubber but we're not giving up." "We've
and ,leather boots, they look , got no choice."
Sometimes people driving by
prepared to outlast the winter.
They say rhey are prepared to honk is solidarity., The picketers
outlast anything. This is the raise their arms in appreciation.
A young man, dropped off in
Simpl~x picket line.
·
Members .o f Local 2208 In- · front, runs through the.line. He
ternatinal Brotherhood of Elec- touches the shoulder df a pi_cktrical Workers have been pick- eter. 'Tm a scab, but keep
eting the entrance to Simplex fighti og, you guys," he says. ·
Corporation in.Newington since
Simplex workers on strike at the plant across from the Fox Run Mall in Newington. The early August when, they say, 347 "Hey scab. What are your
workers have a rally planned for the 16th of this month. See related stories on pages 1 and of them were· locked our of their d 01ng
.
to us.i" "P u k
. e.'" _.
cable-making jobs by manage15. (S_tu Evans file photo)
ment. It is a 24-hour picket line. "Scum!"
Four men airry signs patrolling
At 3:30. p.m. there are six
rhe road opposite Fox ,R.un Mall. picketers on the line. Standing .
They talk only of jobs, the picket just behind the yeHow line is
line, Simpl~x, and a rally to pe Officer Tom Simmons of the
By Paulina McC. CoUins
me, almost as if he knew me," _move.
Four UNH students were saiq Bennett.
Bennett said the truck then held in Portsmouth on Monday, .·North Hampton Police Departnearly run do~n Saturday night
Two girls walking behind turned ri'ght, down another Feb. 16 at 2 p.m. outside ·the ment. His presence, he says, is
as a whit¢ Chevolet pick-up Bennett and Chulack, later pedestri-an walkway heading VFW Hall across from Parade the result of a mutual aid ,pact
Mall. Strikers hope to increase . . between seacost towQs. His job
truck drove up a pedestrian confirmed that it seemed as if. towards Karl's.
walkway behind Fairchild Hall. the driver-knew Bennett.
The truck then got-stuck in support from the public and outside Simplex is to keep traffic
moving aqd make sure there is
The - driver of the ·cruck is
Bennett said the driver drove a snowbank ·where the path from other unions.
"We're a test case," they say. no disorderly conduct on either
unknown at rhis··cime.
recklessly as the truck began co joins the road in front of Devine.
' ·
UNH sophomores Wendy..: approach her. Bennett screamed "The four-by-four tires were "I). domino. If we go other side.
'
As it gets closer to 4 p.m the
jean Bennett and Lara Chulack as the truck drew closer and she buried in snow," said Bennett. unions will go."
They walk back and forth number of picketers goes up to
were on their way back to - wasforcedtojumpoutofitsway
across
the entrance road to ·11, one shy _,of the number
Fairchild Hall at ll:30 p.m. after into a nearby snowbank.
Chu lack then called Public
watching the movie "Aliens"
"The window was rolled Safety from the first floor of Simplex. A trailer nearby allowed by court injunctin within the Strafford Room of the down," said Bennett, "and I · Fairchild Hall to report the doulbes as a coffee break station in l 00 feet of the entrace. Officer ·
and a she-leer against the weath- Simfnons straps on his billy club
MUB, said Bennett.
- could actually smell the alcohol." incident.
er.
Two portable outhouses are _a nd is joine_d by a Newington
Bennett and Chulack left
Bennec't said sbe could also
Both Bennett and Ch1.,d ack
,.
through the front door of the hear the occupants of the truck waited on Fairchild seco'nd, in cl6ser: A yellow line across the policeman. · ·
MUB, walked down the steps laughing as the truck passed her Chulack's room, where they road marks company property. · · The traffic moves quickly as ·
the Simplex shift changes. Cars ·
immediately to the right and causing her co again wonder could ·view the truck from their
then headed towards the tennis whether or not she knew them.
window:
"Tell those University going out pass a gauntlet of six
courts near Alexander.
The truck swerved towards
Bennett said the truck kept students who had part- picketers on one side and five
on the other.
Bennett first noticed the Chulack, who was right behind trying to get out of the snow"Hey, scab. What are you
time jobs shiploading that
Chevy truck as it drove over the Bennett on the path. Chuhck, bank but was unsuccessful.
doing to us?" "Puke!" "Scum!"
sid €walk between the Karl's · too, was forced to jump tnro ,a
A police car arrived and
we'r:e fighting for their
One woman is on the line.
truck and Fairchild. .
snowbank to avoid being hit. · Bennett said she saw the police
jobs as well as ours."
"Scabsucker! 1What kind i)f ·
"At first I thought it was a
Bennett said she had thought officer give the driver a sobriety
moral character have you got?
Public Safety truck," said Ben- the truck would get off the test.
nett, "but then I noticed it didn't sidewalk and onr.o the road
Bennett, Chulack and the two . About 50 feet beyond it is the Job-stealer!"
have any labels on the side and around the tennis courts.
girls who witnessed the incident "management trailer" where
A runner is coming out. Two
there wasn't an orange light on
"Instead it turned left onto from behind them all went private detectives watched them picketers bend down, pretendtop."
the pcith and headed right for down to Public Safety to file
in rhe early weeks and poli.ce ing to pull a trip wire betwen ,
Bennett thought the truck me," said Bennett.
volunt,uy statements. Bennett can warm up. No police are in them. The runner slows rn a
·
walk . They stand up, let him
was going to move toward the
·"At first I couldn't believe it said this happened about 11 :45 ' sight.
.
road that loops around between was happening,'? said Bennett. p.m.. .
A tractor-trailer -drives out, pass, but: shout_ :·Run, scab" to
Fairchild and Alexander Hall, "I just stood there as the truck
Bennett w.is quite shaken up stopping by the picketers as it his . back as he cross.e s the
but the truck didn't move_.
got closer and closer. It took me
_waits for the light to change.
highway.
. "Scab! Scab! Scab!"
"The driver looked right at , a while to reacr, I just couldn't TRUCK, page 25
·
Some picketers lean malev•,
The ·driver rolls his window olently toward tihe cars but make
down.
no gestures. The drivers and
· Invectives from both sides
occupants stare straight ahead.
then silence.
·
' Gradually the traffic slows
"Y<.>u're a scab." ,
down, the police leave, the
"Yeah, and my p<->ckets jingle, tension l,owers, some of the
_coo!" He dri_ves away. .
· picketers walk away.
Shouts of "Scab!" greet the
Picketers still on the line
occasional car or truck that becqme jocular again. They
·· crosses the line. lo between the ignore some exiting cars, even
men want to -talk about cheir wave to some drivers. Someone
situation. They say Simplex explains that they heckle the
tried to deny them their senior- scabs, ignore the management
icy rights, their arbitration . _and wave to-the .AT&T people.
~ights and their grievance proce- (AT&T ha~ a large contract for
dure.
.
.
undersea c;able with Simplex).
' -'Tell those university Stu- Gesturing toward a driver,
de~Hs _who had part-time. jobs someone says, "Thar AT&T guy
shiploading that we're fighting got hell (from the management)
for 't heir jobs as well as ours. for talkir:ig to us this morning.
If we don't get back in the're the If they were winning this thing
longshoremen will come in and they'd say ta-lk all yo'u want. ~
take over."
W·ho is winning? The only
A
I
news
.comes in rumors that are
· · ca~ eaving Simplex sto ps
anxiously discussed on the line.
by management's yellow line,
thinking -it is the stop line for "The AT&Tguys ·say they're
.che red light. Seeing the car dying in there," says someone.
sitting there, c1 burly picketer He looks for corroboration to
walks out and ·motions the car a friend who nods.
fo,'rward. "'You have to be up
"Today isn't my day," says
Browsing students looking for a deal ~t a jewelry sale i.n the MUB yesterday. (Joanne Marino · ~~re tq qip the light," he shouts William Paul, referring to the "ar the driver._
. STRIKERS, ~page ._21 ,
photo)

a.Ill.

Truck riearly hits .students

)
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ON·THE SPOT

-

"What is the ·higg est prob lem you, have with
·your landlord?"

Town and University officials recently met
to discuss town affairs, including student
hou.s ing. In addition, a Ta!k Force was set
up, which will review all existing ordinances
·
by ·October,_1987.

.

'fThe biggest problem
is thefinal amount of
the bill compared to the
quality of workman- ·
ship and the work that
wasn't completed"
Tim Sullivan
Senior
Business

'fDefin.e tely the parking sttuation. There's
a lot of cars that
· shouldn't be there and
the lots are full of
snow."
Tim Howes
Junior
Economics

''My biggest proble!fl
is having a high rent ·
· for such a small room"
Brian Vincent·
_.Junior
Physics

/

. w[he unreasona ble .
cost for damages plus ·
charglng interest for
it annually".
Chris Churchill
Senfor
Co,nmunica#Qn ·

WINTE R CARNIVAL, fEBRU ARY 12-13-14, 1987
/
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Thul'lday, Febrµary 12.

Friday, February 13

Saturday~ February 14

Theme Dinners

Rock 'n' Rqll Winter Blast Concert
~ncontrollable Urge q' No Such Anlm~I
$2 Students, $3 General Admission
MUBPUB 8pm

-Snow Sculpture and T-Shirt Ju~ging

UNH Dining Services

4 pm

. Bonfire,
Completion of Alpha Gamma Rho's Torch Run
From Cannon Mountain, Openi~g Ceremonies
/
Lower Q~ad 6 pm

I

· D.ynamlc Duo Competition
\

Winter Carnival First Annual Skating Party
.
Music and Re_freshments
~ctivity area across from Christensen

The Niche

, Now Sound Express
MUB Pub 8pm
MUSO Movies: Amadeus
. Admission $1 Students, $2 GeneratAdmission
Strafford.Room, MUB 7 and 9:-30 pm

Cross Country 3.5k Ski ·Race
Sponsored by the New Hampshire Outing Club ·
'
pm
12:30
Baseball Diamond behind· Field House

---$3 entry fee

'-

Another ~ec Sports sports spectaclJlar-;,
Participants must register in couples
Field ~ouse 7:30 pm to midnight

6:30

11 am

Live entertainment
Devine Lounge 8 pm

Wir,ter Carnival Sock Hop·

.

Rock all night to tunes of the S0's and 60's '
Come in S0's costume, get in for half price
Sponsored by the New Hampshire Outing Club
and Student Activities
$1 general admission
Strafford Room, MUB 7:~0 pm

MUSO C~ncert
LMngston Taylor with Devon Square
Granit~ State Room,

Mu·s 8 p.m

...

~"2, ,fr VFJ li,.UP2:-l~ .'i'/\(l,s:r, ::rdr!r..~•lM/\h vvJ~1 .=-.lHl
·EviR7r~.;w>sj:.f1Rf FFllDAY, FEBRUARv'· fs,·1~fa'7•
,,,, '1--~.-o/ ' ~"~"'-~"'""" . .,~. ' '-fHE N
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DAR·
CALEN
New ·clinic ·to meet standa rds
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY: 13

Dr. Peter Patterson, Director House to meet these require By Laura L. Ploof
A new UNH heaJth facility.' of Health Services, said Hood ments would cost .almost as
is in the making which, accord - House does not rneet accreda-. much as the new facility is
ing to several University of New tion standards . One reason costing, approximately two and
Hampshire administrators, will Hood House does not meet a half million dollars, Patterson
According to Patterson, the
greatly improve the quality of these standards is because the
health care on campus. Presi - halls are, only six feet apart new healtb facility will be
dent _G ordon Haaland described instead of the required eight feet "streamlined for patient care."
the -future health facility as "a _net:ded to allow the fitting of Presently, astudent climbs a set
of stairs to see a physician at
more comprehensive clinic. " . hospital beds across.
The other problem is the dead Hood House. If an x-ray or lab
Hood House was built in 19,30
work .has to be done the Student
to satisfied the needs of about en,d corridors. When the build2,500 people. Today there are · ·ing was constructed it was built must travel down to the base. ment and then back up to see
over I 0,000 students eflrolled ·· with no room for expansion.
here. "ff.is outmode and does · "If the walls·were pushed out, the doctor again. If a prescripnot meet the needs of the they would cave in," Patterson tion is prescribed the student
said. To reconstruct Hood w i II trudge back down to the
community," Haaland said
basemen_t where the pharmacy
is located. However, in the new
health facility students will find
the lab, doctors' offices, and
pharmacy on the same floor.
Another problem with Hood
House is the lack of waiting
room space. Many sn,1dents find
themselves waiting in a hallway.
The new facility will provi·de ·a much larger waiting room
with an intercom system.
A patient who must be seen
for urgent care at Hood House
faces the problem of having no
privacy. The new facility will
provide privacy -for urgent care
patients . .
Originally the present health
center was designed witl1 -a lab
large enough to accomodate the
needs of health study majors.
However, the projected cost of
the lab kncKked this idea down.
The new health facility will _not
provide many mor~ benefits for
heal th study majors than are
·
presently of~ereJ.
"It's a small facility compared
_to a ._ mode_rn hospit;;1l, wi_th
S_tu,d.ents:~alking p~st .~he ·he;lth cen~.er _fOQStr~ction n~~r Stoke' CLINIC,,~page 10
yesterday. (Craig Parker photo)

NHOC ARMY NA VY SALE-Senate/ Merrimack Room, MUB,
9 a.m. to S p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING-vs. Univ. of M~ine, Field House, 4 p.m.
FILM-"Through Joy and Beyond." Two-part fiim on th_e-life ·
of CS. Lewis, who was a professor of medieval and renaissance
literature at Cambridge University and author of The Screwtape
Letters and The Chronicle of Narnia.Auditorium, Murkland,
·
7:30 p.m., $1 donation, part 2, Friday, Feb. 20
WINTER CARNIVAL-Dynami c Duo Competition. Another
R_ec Sports spectacular, par~iciJ?ari.ts qiust register_ in couples, ·
:___ .
Field House, 7:30 p.m. to midnight.
WINTER CARNIVAL~Rock n' Roll Winter's Blast Concert;
Uncontrollable Urge and No Such Animal. MUB PUB, 8
p.m.
WINTER CARNIVAL-The Niche, featuring .live entertaiQ- ..
_
ment. Devine Lounge, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14 WRESTLING-at Boston U nversity with Maine and Springfield
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-at Connecticut
-WINTER CARNIVAL-Snow Sculpture Judging and T-Shirt
·
•.
Judging, 11 a.m. ·
. WINTER CARNIVAL CROSS-COUNTRY SKi RACE-3.5k
race t~rough College ·Woods, ~,'p.m .. Fup reg~ctles~ of your
experience. Entry forms and mformattoµ: Room 129, NH '
Outing Club Office, MUB
MEN'S BASKETBALL-vs. Siena, Field House, 1:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS-vs. Massachusetts, Field House,
·
·
7 p.m.
WINTER CARNIVAL-Sock Hop. Rock all night to tunes
of the S0's, 60's and 70's. Half price if you dress in S0's costume.
Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., $1 general admission. .
WINTER. CARNIVAL MUSO CONCERT-Livingsto n Taylor
·
and Devonsquare. Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, FEBRUA~Y 15
INDOOR TRACK-Eastern Championships at New Haven
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY-at Brown .
·,, .·,·.'!-

.,

.

MUSO FILM- "Three Men and a Cradle." Strafford Roofu,
.
. MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.

MONDAY, FEBRJ_JARY 16
ART EXHIBITION-Alic e Ericson Consgrove, a New
Hampshire artist. Galleries, Paul Arts. Through March 12.
Hours: M-W 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Th 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat & Sun
1-5 p.m.

LAST ·

iESBIAN & GAY,CULTURAL AWARENESS WEElCInformation abomevents call 1008 or 1013.·Through February
·
·22.

· ·..onsignment Shop
ain St., Dover
0

RED CROSS VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE-Granite State
Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
FILM- "FundL" About a 79 y:ear old ciyil r_ights activist .
.Sponsored by Resi Life. Sullivan Room,.MUB, 12:30 p.m.
· ~O~EN'S BASl<:ETBALL-vs. Harvard, Field House, 7 p.m.

TUESDAY,_FEBRUARY 17
MEN'S BASKETBALL-at Hartford
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY-at Brown

~

RED CROSS VALENTiNE BLOOD DRIVE-Granite State
Ro~·m, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
.

. & improvements
.
. Expansion
.'. - m;, snow Making
• $1 Million'°

_
·
ooub.1e "Top-to-Botto
. · • rI
,
.
·"'
d
coverage
.
.
ded & Improve
-- .
. f\eet
• Expan .
.--~
snow Groommg
. .
ease :Lodge
ed
.
• Expand

~

.

~

'

.

WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES-"FeministJe wi~h
Women's Voices: Diversity and Community." Carroll/Belknap
·
Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m.

fi

CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, Ml)B.·
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

\ 0 students,
··
Upon present~tion ~t~~~~:ir. a\\,day/all \itt
receive a $_6 d1sc~~ur.1day thru Friday ~t
ticket. otter~~~ most exciting-mot)tain.
. Ho\iday wee s
New Eog\an
ch great disWi\dcat~ (Excluding
k ,.
s to otter su
.
Wi\dcat continue s'✓iing at Midwee
"(2 daVS
"Sunday "
,
counts as "The Great Escape -. .
· es" and
lodging,
ht
.
.·
PnC
skiing, 1 nigpo O.)
. on\y $49' P. . .

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-· .
weekly t.hroughout i:he academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N:H.'03824. Business.
Office ho.,urs: Monday - F'riday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year sub!icription.:
':,24.00.Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH b3824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day . The N--ew Hampshire will in no case be
·responsible ·for typograph•-:al or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which-a typographical error appear~, ifnoti.fied
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address change~ to The New Hampshire,
1~ l MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printe~ per issu_e
·
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

.....,.
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OTICES
ACADEMIC

GENERAL

COMPUTING HELP: The DISCovery Hotline is
available to students who have questions regarding .
DISCovery application software or other computer '
related problems. Call 862-3665. Help is gen_e plly
available 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Mon-Fri., or leave a
message and_the consultant wiH get back to you.
If "hands on" help is needed, stop by the DISCovery
Learning Center in Stoke Hall, Room 11'-D, and
·
·
the consultant will help you.

THIRD ANNUAL ALL WOMEN'S COMMISSION A w ·ARD: Nominations are. requested to
honor a p~rson who has contributed significantly
to advancrng the .status-of women at UNH. This
award has been established to encourage further
efforts in promoting equity for women in the {JNH
community. The award will be presented during
the annual .W omen's History Prograqi on March
4. _Send nomin:a tion of student, faculty or staff
member to UNH President's Commission on the
Status of Women, Batcheller House by February
.
·
25. !µformation: 862~1058.

WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP PROGRAM INFORMATIONAL MEETING: Applications for
summer and fall internships in Washington, D.C.
.are currently being accepted. Meeting for all students
interested in applying. Thursday, February 19,
Room 212, McConnell, 12:30-1:30 p.m. Open to
·
all majors.

I
ATHLETICS AND RECRE4TION
N.H. HALL OPEN RECREATION: Yo~ MUST
· have a valid I.D. in order to ·play.. No I.D.--no play. .
NH OUTING CLUB UPCOMING SKI TRIPS:
Sign up for the following trips in Room 129, NHOC '
Office in the MUB, 862-2145. Prices include bus
ride, lift ticket _a nd a lesson (if needed). Bus pick
up -in A-Lot at 6 a.m. for all trips except the Feb.
28 trip to Gunstock which is 6:30 a.m. Mt. Sunapee:
Sat. February 14, $2_5 and Sat. March 7, $30; Mt.
Cranmore: Sa-t. February 21, $30; Wildcat: Tues.
February 24, $25; Gunstock: Sat. Febnfary 28, $27.
WINTER FUN AT BEAR. BROOK: Spend the
weekend of Feb. 20-22, cross-country skiing and
sledding at the NH Outing Club's Bear 6rook cabin
for only $1Q. Sign up and information: Room 129,
MUB; 862-2145.
. UNH SKI CLUB STOWE WEEKEND: Ski trip
. to Stowe, Vermont,-Febtuary 20-22. Sign up on
Wednesdays or Thursdays in the MUB at the balcony
tables between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Informatio_n:
-868-5369.
CAREER
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Tips and .·
.tech.Qiques o_n writing a .marketable .resume anq
· cover letter. Tuesday, February 17, Forum Room,
· .
Library, 4-5 p.m. ·
_ JOB FAIR: 100 employers represented on Wednesd_ay, Febrnary 18 at St. Anselm's College in
Manchester, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Make employer
contacts, hand out resumes.
INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP: Learn about how
to interview effectively. Wednesday, Febru~ry 18,
.
·
Fo~1:1m Room, Library, 7-8 p.m.
JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES WORKSHOP: Learn
11:ow to make the most of your ·job search! Thursday,
.
February 19, Forum Room, Library, 7-8 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHbPS: Don't
know where you're headed with your career? Small
groups limited to 10. Thursday, February 19 and
Monday, February 23, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:306:30 p.m. Sign up in Room .203, Huddleston.

NOTICE INFORMAiION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE Of STUPENT ACTIV-

SANDWICH LUNCHES: Sponsored by. NonTraditional Student Center. We'll have the fixings- ·
you can build your own sandwich and pay a
reasonable price per ounce. Tuesdays, Underwood
Hou~e, 11:30-1:30 p.m. lnforn:iation: 862-3647.
. LITTLE ROYAL LIVESTOCK SHOW SIGN UPS:
Sign up now to show a horse, l;>eef, sheep or dairy
at Kendall Hall, Barton Hall or MUB TV Room
shelves ~~fore February 20. Any UNH .student
may par~1C1pate. ·
· CHANNELL 11 FIRST 'CALL iARTY: Volunteers
from throughout the four-state viewing area who
are helping with solicitation and collection of
merchandise, services, vacations, fine wines,
antiques, art, -and crafts are invited, Saturday,
_February 28 from 5-7 p.m. Information: 862-2812.

Catnip l()yals go
to bars ·elsewh ere
By Elizabeth Cote
The UNH population of legal
drinkers returned co cari1pus in
January to find the . cow o's .
drinking escablishniencs dirn- 1
. inished by one: The Catnip.
· Restaurant and pub owners
_in Durham said they have ·seen
no appreciable increase in ·business since The .Catnip closed.
Where have all the Catnip
' people gone?
· Micheal Libby, manager at
Nick's, said, "BLis"iness is about
the sarne. Maybe it's LIP a
percentage or two."
"(The Catnip crowd) was a
lot more out of town people. ·
They're probab-ly going out of
town more," Libby said.
· Jim Mahoney, manager at the
Tin Palace, said he did nor notice
an increase in business since the
~ ,a rnip closed. "They_ar:e · two
completely two dif~erent types of crowds. The Catnip crowd
was younger. I'm happy with
V

(the crowd) I've got."·
Doug Clark, president of the
Frankli.n Fitness Center, said
. business .at Benjamin's . has
increased, but doesn't know if
it is: anributable to the Catnip:s
closing.
"Alcohol sales are the same
as last year at this time," Clark
said. "People (at Benjamin's>
are g~nerally the sarne Catnip '
~rowd, They wenr to the Catnip
to f i n is h off t h.e n ig h t. Now
they're just staying longer (at
'
Bepjamin's/"
Management of Wildcat Pizza were· unavailable for comment.
Many students, who ask~d f~r
their last names to remain
anonymous, used .to go . to the
,. ..Catnip.
,J, ;vce, a UNH senior, used to
go Tbe Catnip once a week. "I
reaBy liked .the relaxed armos- .

CATNIP, page 22 ·

UNIVERSITY THEATER ,AUDITIONS FOR
, "WHAT MEN DON'T TELL WOMEN:': Monday,
March 9 and Tuesday, March 10, Hennessy Theater,
Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m. Open to all _UNH students.
Advance reading matedal available beginning
March 2 in Room ~-211, Paul Arts . .
HEALTH
AL-ANON MEETING: Individuals affected by
another's use of a_lcohol or .other: drugs are welcome.
Mondays, Wolff House,_noon to 1 p.m.
NARCOTIC ANONYMOUS ME,ETING: Individ. uals concerned about their drug use are welcome.
Tuesdays, Wolff House, 6-7 p.m.
SAFE RIDES: Aservice for studen(s _providing
safe transportation home for drivers under the
influence of alconol arid/ or other drug\s and/ or
those riding with them. Every Thursday, Friday,
·
and Saturday, 10 p.m. t6 2 a.m. Cal.1862-1414. ·
MEETINGS
UNH DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: te·a rn t~ .
speak effectively and informatively, through
speeches . and debates. All welcome to attend
meetings. Mondays, Room 310, Horton, '8:15 p.m.

The dosi,ng of the Catnip Pub has sent customers shuffli9g
to other local establishments. (St~ _Evans J::>hoto)

New Hampshire .

P~!~~KS

CAMPUS GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE
MEETING: Di~cuss upcoming social events, take
care of business matters and continue making plans
foi:, Cu_l~ural Awareness Week. Sunday, February.
·
15, Philip Hale, Paul Arts, 6 p.m.

Seniing the University since 1978
T-Shirts

, COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETING: What is "Amerika," anyway? How can a
television show threaten world peace? Discussion
on the origins of "Amerika" and its implications
for Central American affairs. Tuesday, February
17,.Merrimack Rpom, MUB, 6 p.m.

• Hoc;ided Pullovers·• Tott's • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf, Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
'
.
In -House Art pepl

603/431-8319 .
3131 Laf~yette Road (Ate 1) • Portsmouth.

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
·
.on ro er forms)

f)j

H

·. -.At/anl!Cr"'~res. ·

Write news for THE NEW.HAMPSHIRE and h·a ve.: y6ur
·
name in -print
,

•• -

>

•

.,

SKIVA~EA
AMESBURY, MA

.~

. Are you concerned about getting a
job after graduation? Do you want to .
make a coreerchange? Are you looking .
fora newjob?,Then,com etotheJOBFAIR. '

College· Night

, ·.

Recrullment personnel from Business, Industry, Government and

~:i:;~~~n':\ ~:~~Po~~~~~~~.\~~ r.,o~:~:.~r·

0
~~-~~

$3 off lift ticket with tD.,.· ·
Mon. ·16th Ski~ Rock , njg.ht
Gary Shene and the Abes-hed

-

\

The JOB FAIR ls open lo SlUDENIS and ALUMNI
of lhe followt~ lnslltutlon1·

Colbv·Sowve• ColieQ',
· 0onlol Webste, College

/

Oortrnoolt,CollcgP.
Franklin P.lerce C-ollege
Hc,wlhome Col18Q0
.Keene Slale College
New England Collegt,

NAw Hampshire Colloga

NolreOornl',Collega
Flymoulh Stole COiiege
llMefCollege
Sllnl Anselm COll"II"

· sd\ooi ,;,. ure1ong teaming ,
lHvenlty ol Now Hami',;t,1,e

Wednesday,
February 18, 1987
St. Anselm College
John Maurus Carr
Activity Center
St. Anselm Drive ·
Manchester,
New Hampshire

fjj0W"iihii
. l'Skiiiigl,
_

-10:00 AM to 4:00 PM

~Coyncff----

:

· In

ro,,.,,_lnlormallon.;,c~~~-• ~offlce
Ille 13111- JalfAlllt--~ byW.-Hampthtre Colfelle I

6~10·p.m.

February 16, 23

=·

··

,

.

.

iSouth Hampton Road
§Amesbury, MA 01913

Northeast ern _ ~617)388-6133
Massachu setts I

·········~······························································
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New Hampshire Outing Club
University of New Hampshire- Durham, N .H. 03824

NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB, TRIPS--SPRING
1987

-

FEBRUARY
.
. .
_
14 CROSS- COUNTRYSKI RACE IN COLLEGE WOODS ·
14 WINTER CARNIVAL SOCK HOP (GRANITE STATE,ROOM)
20-22 CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING AND SLEDDING AT BEAR ·
· BROOK
'COST: $10
.-· 27-1 (MARCH) TELEMARK SKI WEEKEND COST: TBA
MARCH
6-8 BEAR BROOK WORK TRIP COST: FREE
14-21 BAHAMA BLAST COST: $675
APRIL
·
3-5 FRANCONIA WORK TRIP , COST: FREE
-, 10-12 CROSS-COUNTRY ORIENTEERING COST: TBA
10-12 HORSEBACK RIDING COST: $ 30.00
10-12 "HOW TO HOST A MURDER" 2 TRIPS COST: $20-30
17-18 HANGLIDING . COST: $75
.
17-19 MT CHOCORUA AND ROPES COURSE COST: $25
/ 17-19 CRAZY CANOEING COST: $15
,
24-26 WHITE WATER RAFTI~G COST: approx. $80
24-26 JACKSON WOF~TRIP COST: FREE
24-26 KAYAKING WEEKEND COST: TBA
MAY
.
.

1-3BIKING.ALONG THE COASi OF MAINE
-PARACHUTING TRIP IS- TENTATIVE-

TO· BE ANNOUNCED .

-WHEN YOU LEAVE SCHOOL,,
HEAD UPSTREAM -TO STATE STREET.·
If you'd like to get you~ feet wet with a position that offers solid advane,ement
potential,'start your career off right at State Street W~ hav~ immediate, (ull time
oppo~jties that will get you into the swim of things nght from the start.

Accountants .
You'l'i w.ork with computer systems and be re_sl?Onsible for daily ~sh
management and trial balane,es; contr~J and a_dm~nister the M1,1tua.l Fund's
assets, liaoilities and income for daily secun.t y mvE:stment transactions; .
and monitor safekeeping securities and colp<?rate actions, settle trades and
provide portfolio reporting. To qualify, you'll ~ee'! to be~ detail oriented
individual with good communication and orgamzat1onal skills. A minimum
of 2 years' fulJ charge bookkeeping experience or 2 years of accounting in a
degree program is required. ·
State Street offe~s comprehensive benefits program including l 0()0/4 tuition .
coverage for career-related-courses of stu.dy.
1

•

.

·

•

•

Dive Right In . .
&top in at our North Quincy personnel office any weekday - free parkinl
is available and we're just two blocks from the MBTA. If you prefer, mall
your·resume to Margarete Kolis, State Street Bank and Trust ~ompany,
< . 1776 Heritage Drive, North Qui~cy, MK02171.
·
An equal opportunity-employer .

G.ET INVOLVED

·~:state Street

Ski
-TransportatiOn via motor coach
-2 day l'ifts . · ·
·
-2 nights lodging at the Round Hearth
-3 meals (2 breakfasts, 1 dinner)
·
.-Hot tu.bs
-Welcoming party! I
.• ,. _. ·. ·.
(live band, ·refreshments)
Cb,
Experience the Legend I

Sign-ups and Reservat~ons
Mub tables every Wed. & Thurs. Space still available $569
Info: Ray 868.;.5369
Stowe-' week $215

Maura 862-4281 _Non-m9mbers alw~ys_we1Come!
. Funded by PFO

-
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.& INNER ROUTE

------·

• OUTER ROUTE

0
M ETE R S

100

·_

200

400

~
0

100

400

900

FEET ~

· Both the Inner and Outer ·Routes .leave.
· A-lot every 15 •inutes and slop at1
•

INNER ROUTE.
begins at 6:45 am
last run at -5.:00 pm
Stops at
A-Lot
i=-Hall :·.
Hetzel Hall
C-Lot /
. Me-Connell Hall ·
•Kingsbury Hall
James Hall
c•

" from here to ,there and back again " ·

• OUTER ROUTE
.. begins at 6:5.5 am
last .run at 11 :00 pm ~
Stops at:
A-Lot
_·P ettee Hall
_. . Kingsbury
_
: Williamson/C-h ristensen
C-LOt -_
Sig. Ep.
Sawyer HaU·
-Snively Arena .
- UAC
,

I.

rHc11:1 ;j::.' 1,s

J!~ r
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• POETRY .
CONTEST

··..Barton ·Hall .adds restauran t
1

By Cara Connor~

•

Barron Hall n()w has a cJfete _ri;1 ca ll t·d "Stacy's," which is run
enrirely by Thompson School
students.
Stacy · s, which opened Feb.
9. w,1s built 1riain,lv ro 1!ive. T · School students "real-world expetience," said Culinary Arr-s
· Insrr1.1nur Ch.irlie Car;1mihalis.
"The·y ( (he students)~ prepare
the 111eals, and they're' under the
gun tu produce by a cerra·in time
and can see the oun:oine,··
Caramihalis said.
Students prep~tre meals sim iLir to other· cafeterias, The
mem1 offers both hot and cold
luncheon foods at a "reasonable

"·O ur customers doubfed the
pr ice," Cararnihalis added. Sracy ·s sears -'W people and second dav," Caramihalis said.
enough students and .
_ open Monday through Thursday '.There
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Despite faculty. Tl~ere 's en()Ugh busilimited seatin1! and hours, Ca- ness."
ramih,ilis said this will not hurt
Cara.m ihalis, who worked in
. business . He added the new clfe
will have to compete with other the MVB Food Services for .1
_ places, _such as the UNH Dairy ·years before going t<> T -School, ·
· would like to see Stacy's expand
bar ,rnd rhe MUB Pub.
''The idea · was·ri'r co ste~d.. in the furure.:This would include
· business from tht:: MUH or the offering breakfast to staff ~nd
Dairy Bar," Caramihalissaid . studentis. For now, Cara1riihalis
"Ir was to offer a choice to · is optimistic about the new
students. Ir's an alrernari~ve .. .ir's ·· ; c~feteria's future.
.
a helluva long wal_k ro the
...!here's n~> w-here to go bur
(MUB) Cafeteria from Barron.
·
·
Arid the Dairy .Bar is always up.
:
.
'
.
'
busy." .
·

PAGE NINE _"' .

are

$1,000 Grand Prize, over $5,000 total prize value.
141 winners. No entry fee . Alt types, topics, styles
of poems. _New poets welcome! Your poems also
tons.i<lere<l for pub I icat ion . Sen<l up to three
poems. 20 line -maximum for each pocn1 . Please
type if possible. ·sen<l t~l: American Poetry Assn.,
Dept. UT-15, 250A Potrero St., ' Box 8403, Santa

Cruz, CA 95061. Free Brochure. ·
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: .S~dent lasll Tickets $& all perlonllllc~/ .: ,
i 1·12 hou pri~r to·cutain (slhject to ticket · :
·i
.: ·availallility)
Sampling the fare at Stacy's, the ·cafeteria located in newly renovate'd Barton Hall. The operacior.
_ is run entir~ly by Thompson School sn1dents. Stacy's opened·Feb. 9. (Craig Parker photo>
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learning experiencethat will teach you

~
1]~~~~ about yourself and others, plan on
attendinQ an informational meeting
about the below tr:ips and sign-up times. ~ ·

·

I,\\:---~-~-~-~_:..rJ
~l!i--~Qf
I
~

'

~

No
experience
necessory!

,

·--t

I

Opento oil . ·
interested students, ·
faculty & staff

I
~

A4~~ ·~
Sibling Trip
I .· .
I Spring Break Biking Tri'p

I

I _
~

rockdimbi·ng, ropes cours~ & more
with a sibling! April 10-12
mari:h 13-21

~

.

I

·

April 10-12

t

~ ,

·=CenerationJ; a. mother-daughter

I adven
·
I~ Faraway Friends

.

March 28-30
you & a non-UNHfriend

for a weekend!

I Flip• Flock around the clock!·
.

~

~

.

·.

.

..

~ , !Informational meeting!.....

~

,.

C

.·

!sign-ups!....

--

.

I
I

April :4-25
a different kmd of all-nighter! ~

.

.

,

.

_~ ·.

~

.

/1·24-hour Experience .
I Animal Crackers on M<;1rtha's Vineyard!
~

.

~ '

If you are interested in a vigorous

·

April 24-26

I
1·
I
I~
~

~-

.

April 4-6

~

I

Feb. 11 Ham. Smith ~
Weds
. '
·· ~
·
Rm. 129 ·
For further information

MEDICA L

TECHNOLOGY

J'

You are invited to a career night
panel on Wednesday February 18
7:00~9:30 p.m. Elliott Alumni Center
Hear professionals dis~uss dif/er~t career paths possible
with a· degree in Medical Technology-research,
·
ho;pital, in,Iustry, education, sales., management
and the military.
/ ·
,/

,.

Ober 862-2050 ;.a
of Students Office i
. UtS. f eb • 12 SU,.,. 11•lVaD -Rm. _callDeanCarol
.i Th
-'
-- Mub 1-2:30 p.m.
.....................~................................_....................., ......................._...........................'i

;.a

**
**
***
*
lt*******-*******-lf************"'!c*****•**

For further information call the Medical Technology
Office 862-137? M~F 9:00-2:00 p.m.
·
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MANAGEMENTTRAINING PROGRAM
uNH 0FfADIJAT1NGSEN10RS
•·
.
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· . ·If you ar~ inter~sted in a career.opportunity that wlllallow,yo.u to·· stay in the
st~paced, dynamic-~ompant then you may:
..·Northeast while wotking..fo.r .a fa_
.
. . ..
..
. .
. ·. .
. .
. .,want to 'talk ·with us.
. · :We're'HannafordBros:-Co., a retailer, doing over $800 n,illionin annual sales ·with a ·track record of ·contin:ued,·outstanding growth~ Our·current-rr:iarketing .
territ9ry is Maine, New.Hampshire; Vermont, ,Massachusetts ahd Nevv Yotk. - ~ .
· ; Aimed at developing promising individuals into senior managers, our Retail .
· ManageQ1er:1t Training Program .is .thorough,. intensive and demanding. Only a -~
>tew top caiiber people ate·chosen each:.yeartb jqin inis fast-track program. The
od sourc~ to . us ,of quality candi.l,lniversity'of New Hampshire has been a go_
. dates.ove"rthe last several ye~~s. Wed like toeontinue that relationship.·
·To qualify for consideration,into. this program; candidates must have:
· ·
· ·
·. • A four-yearcoll~ge d~gree
• 3;·0 or better accumulated grade,average . ·
·- . ·
• Demonstrated leadership
• Outstanding communication skills
-·We are currently SGheduling interviews for February 18th, where we will be
.
·
·r~cruiting at the:New. England Center inDurham:.
· To arrange ·for an interview, you must ·send your resume and, if possible,
:college record to ,us for {eview. We will get back to you immediately: ·

Hannaford Bros. Co.
·Corporate_Recruiting Offices
.Box 100,0. PO
.
/
· Portland, Maine-04101
'

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

'

.
.,-.-:

- c o.-P-1-,Es-- 81/2x 11 white·20# auto:-fed

Fa5t service, ou~ta~ding

quality, and lowJowprices!

kinko•s®
~reatco~les~ Cr~at people.

51 Main St.
Dur.h am ··
..·.868-6322 :

DEADLINE FOR .Fill NG

for
May 23, 1987
· . gradu~tion
is·

February 20, 1987
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$229

S169

Kenwood KRC-2000 car cassettereceiver with digital tuning,
- ANRC noise reduction ................ ..

\

~Yamaha R-3 stereo receiver
with digital tuning, 35 w/ch .......
Yamaha R-7 receiver with 65 ,;./ch, ·
wireless remote control ...................~ ........ •469

Bang & Olufsen TX-2 Da~sh
computerize d turntable with
straight-line-tracking tonearm ......

. KLIPSCH SPEAKERS
IN BLACK FINISH:

$279

S299
s399
s599
Cornwall speakers ................ pr. s999

KG 2 speakers ............. .......... '.:.. pr.

KG 4 speakers ...........................pr.
Heresy speakers ..................... pr.

Alpine 7163 car ca~sette-receiver
with digital. tuning, auto~ ,
reverse, auto seek ......................... .

$219
1·

Denon DRA-55 receiver with lowdistortion "class A" amp (55 w/ch),

Nakamichi RX-202 professional quality
cassette deck with robotized auto-

$369 ;;'~~:;;r~::i;tn '."" . . . .s499

.Alpine 7272 car cassette-receiver
with E>oiby NR, auto-reverse,
16 watt/channe l amp..................

$ftftl : .

f~~~~~;~~~'. .v.i.~~.~i.r:1.~·u·i~····· .. ··$ 349

·

c;p~~ tt!:t);}t:r~ ~ .~
~~~~~

3'.IO

Kenwood V95 System: A complete videoready system controlled by one remote.
Includes CD player, dual
cassette deck. Fantastic ......... ~ iii iii 'ttll
Kenwood System: 80 1N/ch amp, digital
.
tuner, dual cassette deck " CD player.
turntable. 3~way speaker~:. cabinet .... .. s799

i ~:.:.:L;;:1

-,I,. ~

- .-·---- ---.. ~=

.

Nakamichi BX-100 high performance cassette deck. Superb
machine - our best seller ........

$299

-.-:n

s 199

Aiwa CA-R80 AM/FM cassette portable
with auto-reverse, equalizer,
detachable speakers ................... .

Denon DCD·.700 compact disc player
wit,h wireless remote. Highly
.~~~~~~!r~i9.it.~l.:t.~~.~~.~I.~;..
,,> .,, ,...,. ;-,,,:,
- , . . , ; ,,

_,BOSTO N ACOUS TICS
A70 two-way speakers - very
high performance for the
5
dollar. Reg. $300 pr .......... pr;
·
A100 floor-standing
5
models ......................... .. ...... pr.

229
299

,

Nakamichi SR-2A stereo receiver with
"Stasis" dual-amplifi cation
. system. Th.e performance of
separates 1!'1 a receiver ............. ..

s399

Maxell VHS Videotape. Package includes
•
2 T-120 videotapes and 1 T-120
HGX high performance tape ............ •14.99

, 1
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CLOSE OUT SPECIAL:
Selected Alpine Car Speaker s

30% Off

,r;~~

,n. 11,e

~ lV'" ~t~ .

i

I . .,

...

Denon DRM-10 cassette deck
with Dolby B&C noise
red!Jction, auto tape selector.......
Kenwood LSK·
301 two-way
bookshelf speakers.
Require very little
power. Great
exteAsion speakers.

pr. sag

NASHUA
520 Amherst St.
880-7300

NEWINGTON

,SOUTH NASH.UA

MANCHESTER

Pheasant Lane Mall
, 888-79Q0

Mall o·f NH
627-4600

Fox Run Mal'!
· 431 ~9700

••:•

D

329 ,
u.,_m_

,

_....:..;~.L. ::::.. _· ~- . -

Vil'tually Every thing We Sell 1, On Sale!

This List Is Just A.Sam pling .-

······..·.

"Y.'.

_,-_

,e.

r~~t~
k.i~ ffl
.,-:-., .......

s399

S499pr.

..~$

..,,,W,v ;.'h.MN'.,"',.

-; •mr..::i."~ f

-:-:i-.i;u ,.:~- ,,. ·:: ~

-

Yamaha YCD-1000 car stereo CD
player for beautiful, digital
souncl while on the road! .......... .

Snell Typ,e J
high-performance
2-way speakers
in oak. Very carefully designed
and engineered /
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------HOUSING-----·
I

,

(continued from page l)

- resources and appropriateness,"
Sanborn said.
To insure, s u H icient and a ffo rdable studenr hodsing the
task force es tab! is.hed r-wo rec(Jmmenc..lations. The Jirst proposes the University and Durh,a 111· a n n u a 11 y ·rt v i'e w mas t e r
plans. The second establishes
Novc;mber, l 987 as tl1e da _te
when UNH should finalize
plans to build affordable and
convenient ho~1sing for its students.
According w S;inborn, possibi_litics include expanding the
undergraduate complex, convening Fo-res'r Park into student
housing, and building hew farn - ily housing on s:ampus. This
would create r1ew housing for
300 ro 400 students. "This
numb€f represents the number
of students lotteried out each
year," Morrison said.
.
"The University stopped in cluding proposals. for housing ...
within the University Systems
of New Hampshire budget
proposal b~cause the University
felt- there we.ren't resources
within the s.tate for th_os~de- ·
mands," Sanborn said. AcC(frd ing to Sanborr, furH.Js will come
from "creative financial plans"
and ultimately from tuition. ,
The Task Force identified the
availability of UNH and Durham parking as a maj<>r concern
and recommended a separate
Parking and Tta.ffic Task ·Force
· be established by May, J987. lf
established, the Parking an.J

the· lJ NH transportation systern, University policies and town ordinances on parking.
"Maybe rnor~ lors, 1_n aybe a
parking garager will be established," Sanborn said.
The main concern of the T~1sk
F r c e Re p <Ht i s i rn pr <>\ring
student/ community attitudes
- which, accordding· to M.orrison
co n s is t o f a .. yo~, v e r-s us me
attitude." 'Neighborhood Councils,modeled after Cornell University's· succesful Collegetown
Neighborhood CoLJncil, should
-be established by September, 198.7 and would sponsor events
such as "Good Neighbor Day:·.
consisting of volunteer com- ~
munity projects . According to
Morrison, pres_ently students
an'd town resid~nts commun · icate only when _ there is a
problem.
, "-We (The Task Force) want
to create a dimate of civility and
m utual understan1ing between
student£ and membe-rs o.f the
town ~md Ynivers.iry," Sanborn ·.
said .
·
The recommendations of the
,Task Force will be considered
by the Durham Board of Selectmen when they have finished
reviewing the town budget.
· "The recommendations are
definitely a ·s tep," Student Body
President and Task Force
member Jay Ablondi said . ~'I
think it 's good that the U nivers i ty and residents are at least
payiQg attention to the prob lem ."

v

Tr-,ffic T,,,k Fnrn• will revi~w

- , K
.
.
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phi beta
kappacommunitg_
·aad
honors
invite
the campus
to attendprogram
a l~cture on
rn

illclliilln~Mm rffhflH~

~

~rfl=~

mct.rnnoo~

to be presented by

Joshua IDEYBOWITZ, Hssoc. Prof. of CommunfcaUons,UilH,
and author o·f NO SENSE OF PLACE, an award-winning book on
the effects of electronic media
1BFebruary 1987
Richards Huditorium -- 11 □ ffiurkland Hall
· 7:30 p.m.
Reception to follow in the Office of the Dean of Liberc1l _Arts

.

-

.

Th i s event is spons0r ed by t he UNH chapter (beta of N~w Harn ps.hfrefof Ph i
Be t a Kap pa, the Honors Pr ogram, the Vi ce Pr es ident f or .,A.cadem i cA(fairs, the
Dea_n of tMe Col l ege of L ib~ra l Arts, and the Dean..of t~e Gr:adua're_'.S,ch~ol.

.
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Editorial
A ste'p in the right direction
The Community /Student Relations Task
Force Report that was discused Monday
night is quite ambitious "in its goals. But
at the very least, it is an effort to improve
the tepid relationship the U ni.versity
presently has with the town of Durham.
In the past,· relations between the
Durham 3:nd UNH, mainly the student
popu'lation, have been quite poo'r. These
relations hit a low last spring when the
town of I;)urham passed a zoning ordinance
prohibiting no more than three unrelated
persons from occupying a single dwelling. ·
Unfortunately, according to committee
member and Durham landlord Marty Smith,
the ordinance wiU-nor be challenged. The
ordinance was unfair to the student population at th_a·t time, and it still is today.
The Task Force suggested an educational
program for tenants and landlords to
increase-awareness of their respective rights
and responsibitie~.

·Blood .·
To the Editor:
Our ''Love" Drive is List approaching and the student invol-vement anJ ennhus-iasm in planning
and preparing wonderful idea~ to
attract and please you as. yoi.1
participate-has been terrific)
To share that enthusiasm, our
· new· neighbor, Data General, is
joining our spectacular event as
some of its personnel come to help
us have the best drive <>f many years.
We are hop.ing to see many of
you to prove our theme that "Love
is a UNH donor" on Monday,
February 16th through Friday February 20th at your MUB from J 0
·
to .1 each day!
You can -g ive love for the emergency patient 0 you can give ,love to
save a ba_by's )ife, to help a leukemia
or open heart patient! We had a
situation where a young girl needed
blood badly, and because it was
available now leads a -normal life!
Yoi.1 can help someone like her!
Red Cross is not a building on
a Chapter House-it is you who make
us possible. You are Red Cross!
As you give another way of saying
"I love you", be prm1d that you make
our image beautiful! Never forget
that you can make a difference as
you give the love that can go on
forever!!
It seems fitting in this month of
love to remember the dedication
of the late Georgia Balamenor who
served our Durham program as a
Volunteer. Georgia was a warm an_d
concerned person and exemplified
the spirit of you who care so much!
Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross Blood Chairman

Aids
To the Editor:
As the Medical Reporter for
WBZ -TV in Boston, I have spent
the last two years reporting on the
disease AIDS, Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome. I have
watched it race through the homosexual community. I have seen the
diesase kill men, women and children who received blood coot;arrri-

Another su_g gestion made by the Task,
Forc;e was that police jurisdiction over the
fraternities be switched from Durham
Pol~ce to' Public Safety. This ·is an excellent
idea and would go a lo'ng way towards
relieving pressure between the University
and the town of Durham·. In every other
aspect, fraternities and sororities are
considered a part of the University community.
A third suggestion centered around
· University housing. The Task Force report-_
suggests that plans for affordable and
convenient student housi-ng be finalized ·
by November of this year. This would create
300-400 more beds for.students, thereby
elimkiating the lottery and reduce the offcampus housing crush.
These suggestion? are fine and will go
a long way towards improvin'g townUniversity relationships if implemented.
The planning stage has just begun. There

is s t 1l 1. q u 1 t e a l o'·t of work to be done.
Planning, especially the extensive 'planning
suggested by the Task Force, often is as
far as any anion gets. It is-up to the town
of Durham and the University community
to ~nake sure these plans tu-rn into concrete
action.
T~erein lies the challenge. With the
University currently struggling'" to build
a new health center, and with the Field
House and the Dimond Library despe~ately
in need of renovation, stud~nt housing is
probably very low on the list of priorities
for the University. Tenants and lan9lords
alike may not be receptive to an ed_u cation
of any sort. Longti111e animosity is hard
to overcome.
In any case, the p-lan is a step in the right
direction. There has been what' Task Force
member Mariquita Morrison calls a "you
versus · rrie attitude" surrounding Durham/UNH relations for far .too long.

'

nare<l'with the vi'ru-s through a blood
transfusion. t have seen peop-le
addicted to intravenous drµgs be-1,
come infect.e d with.the virus because·
they shared needles with someone
carrying the virus. Now. I watch
. · with fnlstratiHn and anger as the ·
virus moves into the heterosexual
community. A doctor recently wld
me a story that sent a chill throu_gh
my body. He .is treating a woman
who contracted AIDS while vaca· tioning at Club Med. The ?>5-yearold professional woman from New
York had sexual intercourse with
a· man who was infected with the
AIDS virus. Now, she is paying for
that brief encounter with her life.
. While many _adults wish young
people would abstain from sex ( and
if you are not 11sing intravenous
drugs) it would without a doubt
keep you infection-free, I realize
it is not realistic. What will protect
y<>u from the AIDS virus, if you are
sexually active, is a condom. Doctors
say that if you use a condom
properly during sexual intercourse
and it doesn't break, it will act as
a barrier. I recently interviewee,!
stu9ents at a college in Boston and
was shocked to learn that many of
them didn't know that condoms
could protect them from the AIDS
virus. Nor do many young people
realize that a person can carry the
virus silently for many years without knowing it, and withouJ showing any symptoms.
I know some of you may be
embarrassed by buying or using a
condoin. Perhaps you worry that
your, partner will object. I have
watched young people with AIDS
struggle with the many infections
that come with the disease and
. finally die_ Let me tell you, it's tragic.
; There is no room for embarrassment in the fac;e of this growing
epidemic. The AIDS virus is in the
heterosexual community. If you are
sexually active, you are at risk. I
am not writing this to frighten youI am writing this so that if you are
sexually active you will take the
steps to assure that you are safe.
Those of you who already use a
condom and protect yourself from
this deadly disease can feel proud
of yourselves. You are doing the
responsible thing. And ·I am happy
for t.hose of you -who think enough

of yourselves to make that choice.
If someone gives you ·a t<.,m gh time
because you won'.t have sex or
because you insist .d n using _a
condom, remember, it's you life.
Stay well!
Jeanne Blake
MedicaJ Reporter
WBZ-TV, Boston

Hockey

merit, we welcome you to come meet J.. Al tho-ugh t.his ·poin' crmay,.nor bt:
t~e pe~~onalities beh/nd the phone --: ·, cons.idered fore1nt!~J iJY the' minds
of those who made the decision,
· · ··'
numbers.
As an afterthought, we do <!.ppre- ·· . let us not forget the: vari,ous assaults
on women that ha:ve:-.:.rnken place:ciate the coverage, but it is an
this year alone. two of which
accurate,pbrtrayal that we seek ·
K. Stone reportedly took place behind tht:
upper quad.
D. Wright
As t.tr as the soci.tl aspect 1s
concerned, 1 myself ,have made
. va.luable frit.:ndships with Randal!
residents that I would not have.had
the opportunity t<; do hali it been
To the: Editor:
all female. The mainreasonl moved
As has been the -to})ic of intense
to the upper q·uad was ro experience
debate, I am wri.ting regarding the
tl)e
administration's decision to change co-ed livi,ng. I don'r understand
ir
sure
I'm
this.
behind
reasoning
Randall Hall 's srntus from co-ed
wo uld be just as feasible to ,illocate
to all female. I feel this is a poor
housing for females in another
decision from both the social and
do'rm. or by dispersing them
safety' aspects. Housing 600 women
throughout the campus. I urge: the
in an isolated building in my
adm,inistration ro rescind their
estimation is not wise. The central
decision and ro reach a more
location lends itself to a high
volume of traffic from unwanted cohuent conclusion.
Aisling Farrington
visitors. What an opp<->rtunity for
Quad Resid<;nt
ppc:r
U
an undesireable to take advantage

·Randall

To the Editor: ·
We are writing in reference to
Tuesday's article in the New Hampshire concerning the Women's Ice
·
Hockey Team.
As members of the women's
hockey team, we found this article
to be bogus and misleading; specifically the opening paragraph.
Quoting Mr,. Sweeney's exact words
" .. :· if they could g~t away with it, of, knowing that only females
reside. 600 of them, in one buildi~g._
the three teams (UNH, NU, & PC)
would probably find a dark alley ,
sorhewhere and go at it with knives
and baseball bats.
Sorry to disappoint Mr. Sweeney,
but there are no dark alleys in
DAVID C. OLSON. Editor-in-Chief
Durham and we've decided to leave
JOAN~E MARINO, Managing Editor
PETER A. KATZ, Managing Editor
the knives and baseball bats to the
BOB BOSWORTH, News Editor
MARLA G. SMITH', News Editor
likes of Charles Manson and Wade
JAMES CARROLL, FEi~fures Editor
RICK KAMPERSAL, Sports Editor
Boggs.
CRAIG PARKER, Photo Editor
STU EVANS, Photo Editor
It is tru'e there is a rivalry, but
KRISTEN RUSSELL, Business Manager
in what proportions are we talking?
CARRIE F. KEATING, Advertising Manager
Surely not at the level of knives and
baseball bats. Granted when the
Adv~rtl1lng Auociate1 Stacey Rockwell
. Krisly Markey
UNH Women's Hockey Team goes
Chris Germain
Kristin Rogers
Enn McGraw
Joseph Nelson
Bill Tollenger
Frank Moore
up against a Northeaste-rn or a
Pal/I .Ralcliffe
Photographers
Jeanne O'Shea
Providence it is a battle; but it is
A11t Bu1lne11 M•nag- Bryan Alexander
Stephanie Reed
er
Loreen Costello
Deborah Robinson
a battle of true competitorswho
Karen Pszenny
Curt Grace
'Catherine Rosenquisl
possess a willingness to succeed.
Clrculatlon Manager
Ronit Larone
Stephanie Scanlon
.
Marcy Astle
Marla G. Smith
Stephen Skobeleff
From the second the puck is
Ant Sports Editor
Production Aul1tant
David Whitney
dropped to the final whistle, it is
·Paul Sweeney
Joanne Marino
Ned Woody
Readers
Copy
Reporters
Staff
echnlcal Supervisor-a
T
sheer determination that carries
Karen Brophy
Bryan Alexandt.i
Noreen Cremin
teain through the game. If it
Martha McNeil
Arthur lizit
Lauri Mainella
Lisa Sinalra
Reporters
Typl1t1
is through the unenlightenecj_ eyes
Marianne Steen
Bryan Alexander
Karen Brophy
of Mr. Sweeney that· our. readers·
Pauline Tremblay '
Joanne Bourbeau
Lyena Hayes ·
Forum,Edltor ·
Pano Brooks
Christine Head
must become informed, we would
Bryan Alexander
Sabra Clarke
Mary Noyer
rather nor be written about ar all.
News Brief Editor
Paulina Collins
Pauline Tremblay
Roger Brisson
Elizabelh Cote
Telephone interviewing is not
Graphics Managers
Kathy Daly ~
really the coverage " ... the cream
Debbie B'ellavance
- Ric Dube ,
Marjorie Otterson
Rich Finnegan
of the women's hockey crop ... "
Graphic Aulstant1
Mike Gaucher
deserves.
Carrie Bounds
Chris Heisenberg
Fitzgerald
Nancy
Ineson
Belh
Mr. Sweeney if you truly believe
Beth Hanley
Sue Kir,ney
that knives and baseball bats are
Andrea Koch
Ann L :,a:;e,,
Amy McKinney
Arthur L1L:e
our postgame toys of entertain-
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Oiversity makes a differe nee
Thi,· i,· rhe st·cund :irr,'c:le /17 a conr1n111'I'l/{ series on diven/(v
by 1·:1r1,,11s memb(:rs 'o l rhe UNH colluzw nity.
I came to UNH as a sophomore, a transfer·s'tudenr
from New Jersey. I was accustomed to many different
colors of ski'n and different ct.ilrures. back home
bur hadn't given it too 1Jrnch thought. Like most
of us :tt 20, I w.ini:ed to fir in . That mattered more
rh,111 a lot of orher thing~ . .The crick was to try to
be as much like my friends in my apartment building,
and then my sorority as l could. I did prerry well
ar it, had a good time, and left for the "real work!."
I spen·r a year in Boston before coming back to UNH 1 · chis rime as a staff member with the responsibility
of supporting the learning process ·,for students.
I started seeing. from the perspective of char
responsibility, that UNH srude.nrs miss sofnerhing.
You 1niss the richness of kno\3/ing the experience _
of understanding another perspective from that
of rhc:. "1niddle class," even though there are s.rudents
here: who didn't grow up in white, middle class
America . There is such a soc.i al imperative to fir
in char those students rareLy discuss their point
of view . .Most of the courses are taught from that
persp.enive as well, from the _perspective <if what
appears to be the majority. You miss the richness
of a · vadery of culrui;es, foods, ways of spending
time ways to relate ·ro each other, -forms of
emertainrrienr. You miss each ocher.

By framing'.your worlds in a Jim.iced 'Nay, and
not challenging the social or academic scr.uccures
char keep chem framed char way; you ensure an
·environment safe· from the- challenge of difference.
Difference challenges. le makes us look at
ourselves as individuals and organizations; ir
presents choices we sort of _w ish we didn't have
to make. Bur it exists in the world.
Some faculty, s)udents, and administrators
conrinue making-efforts, bur change needs co come
-from rhe scuden r body. You need to look at th is
issue., realize you deserve better, and make ir happen.
There is some diversity here. Ir's hard robe
different, bur difference exists. Hopefully after
you read ·chis yot1'1l look around and notice it, if .
you haven't already.
We come in a lot of shapes and sizes, many
nationalities, a few colors.,_and a few religions. Some
of you don't drink; muse of you do. Some of you
don ·c srt1dy hard, scme of you do.
It's hard to be different .here. There are some
strong norms .~nd if you don't fir in it's rough'. You
may cope, bur you know you are different. I challenge
· you ro look a'r how you deal with what is here.
A university ought to be a place full of challenges,
some ()f which might make yo.u uncomfortable. You
·ought co be exposed to people of all colors, lifestyles,
abilities, religions, and backgrounds because rhe

By Cindy Garthwaite

world is getting smaller and you need co work in
ic, relate in ic, lead it. You ought co !·e ave here
knowin,g what the world is about, nor just UNH.
There are opportunities now t<Ydo char. There are
academic programs, cultural .events, peqple who
you live with char you haven't paid 1:nuch attention
to because they're different.
You could make it easier to be different here.
You could stop celling racist jokes (there's always _
a way to cell a funny joke without pucring Sl)'m ebody
down). You could q.uic using slang to describe women,
people of color, gays and lesbians, older people,
disabled people, poor people ... why :do y9u need
to do that? You could_ look at the rules of whatever
group you are part of, I mean the unwritten ones.
Do they exclude some people? Do chey' need to?
· UNH needs more diversity. We need more people
of color on our faculty and sraff; we need more
irirernarional people, more disabled people, more
,openly divergent religious views, more openly gay
and lesbian pet~ple, more _o utspoken older people.
' You deserve co learn from difference. You deserve
co be comfortably different here. You c:.w help create .
an environmen~ for that tl> happen.
· Cilldr· (i:1rth1L1irc:." UNH ,J/umh,1 ,111d former UNH
,1dn,;·11 isrr:uor. cu-tiwnded rhe l/NH Cof.l1mittee on
~!''f.'rsity

.

Th{tright of,protection
It v,ou·ve nassc·d thc Fox Run Mall Ir's ab.Que the right to bargain, the right
during the last six months · and looked to organize and have a say in the
north-east t.<>wards M~tine an<J r_he river, decisions that affect the. quality" of your
:,:1,,f.""- f<iu·v·t ''.pr<>-LS:1b'Iy seen· c.he Sirnl1ld . daily life as a worker. Whether y<3u're
· workers walking the picker line . On .a physician, a nurse, a professor, a ·
Jtily 10, 1986, Simplex locked our its secretary, a student or a janitor, a.nd
entire non-management workforce - y<>'lt belong to a ~nion, your,organizacion.
',., _ ·,111' (1'1)l niembers 'o.f 'the lntern·a'ri(i'naf' is1charged with collectively ba'r gaining.
Brncherh(iod of Electri'c al Workers -for your .i nee rests. If you· re. a lone
(IHEW, Local 2208. Since then the individual, you have no poser in an
workers have patrolled the picker line, organization .. Bad things can l)apperi
rwenry-fou r holi rs a day, seven ,days to you, frequently do, and you ha·ve no
a week: If you drive by in the early hours recourse. If you're organized you have
of rhe .coldest night, you'll see two or
more pickets trudging back and forth
,a.long the w·h it e line r ha c divides
.Simple;x from public bnd. Their signs
read: ."Lockout".
Most of what we know of labor
disputes c'o rnes sen;ndhand and pre digested by the popular media. And
· if we trust what we see and read as the
whole story, it's easy to be trapped by
quick and faulty judgements. It's nor
surprising ro hear people say things
about rhe Simplex picketers like.:
. "They're just greedy union guys striking

[~:i~:i:iI~~~;~a:zi~~:~a

~ii~~~11t~(:~~~eJ.i ~tlifI1rl~\II!

-~(~~ ~~'~io

the Simplex workers' claim char the
company h,a s no real intention of bargaining. The _agern;y has characterized
Simplex's position as "hard bargaining"
and their ruling char this is an "eco nomic strike" has1 allowed the company
-~(_>.Jtg_iJ.i.!.WW~.ly hire permanent replace-

I

1

}ff t\::::t\ :•.•,•.::::;:\:::}\:::::::

men on Long Island, whatever the
dispute. Cerrinaly ·nor older workers
being put out to pasture by IBM and
AT&T. The popular media and their
corporate advertisers seem ro work
together to have us believe that such
events as massive· lay-offs and lock-

I
1
i_ _
I_I_·

t

~~n:7n~~:~

. ~~rar~:;;rl~~:~:r~~~~ l~~nvtt~\lirll~il
burse the Scare of New Hampshitelg(fa~ij\
to £80,000 for unemployment ben"&{(f$.
awarded co their own locked-o{Tt
workers. Every month they spend
thousands more on retaining the
services of Fisher & Phillips, the
Georgia-based law firm that specializes
in helping corporate clients in its own
words .. acheive and maintain a unionfree workplace .... Tyco Labs, the Exeter. based Fortune 500 company that <·>wns
S irn plex, informed i rs shar'e-holders
in its 1986 Annual Report that Simplex ·s order books had never been
stronger, with contracts lined up ·well
inm the I 990's.
The Simplex lock-our is not about
money; it'_s nor even about bargaining.

;_t:_!:_!\_:\_;,_::_!:_l:_

wiili the 1-.'.iedia. Just before Christmas
AT&T and IBM anounced chat they
wre laying off and sending int<.> early
·retirement enough people ro populate
a; small town, like Portsmouth: .i
staggering 3 7;000 people in all. The
Portsmouth Herald ( 12·:. 1'9~86) carried
a short Associated Press story under
.· the heading: "Corporate giants trim

;:;:;::::;::=::::::::::::::: ······•:•:•:•:::;;::•:•:•:•·······
···•:;:•···

I

rig~~e ~~>it;~re~<>l~>~rt~L~:~=r~~~tiiii:i~~~~i~r

,,

·G erald Dully ·

workers are out of work because they
bel_ong co a union . Naturally, they feel
-che.ired . and angry,
Simplex is taking advantage of the
times . In August 1981, President
Reagan had rhe effect of declaring open
s.e ason on organized labor when he fired _
1 L,400 striking ai(craffic concrollers,
destroying their ·union, ·PATCO. ( Inceres r ingly, che n>n r rollers hi r~,9:,,Jl.;§.:t/'::::,
replacements recently filed Hf f~rm. ::::::\

I

r

. :wi>.~k¢hi:fiMvl¼-:i:py:¢.$it.i:9:#:m;$ifj~:~:¥~:i i@

chis work-many for twenty, thirty year·s~
making what the company claims is
the "finest cable in rhe world." Most
old-timers will rel! you that Simplex
has, for the most part, been a good place
to work: In fact, Simplex ·workers are
arrn,ng the highest paid hourly workers
in th~ area. A person wiHing to work
substantial overtime hours can earn
over $ _:i,o,OOO a year. Bu·r it is this
workforce-the ones who literally built
- Simplex's success-who are now locked
our ut work, for no other reason th~rn
char they are . orga.nized. Simplex

verel · a stn e y nil men on r e ong
Island Railroad in New York. Thou sands of Wall Street and city w,orkers
had been snarled up in bad traffic and
arrived late to work. We saw and heard
from angry cornmucers ( 'Td fire 'em
all!") and ·angry concession-owners
in a deserted UR te·rminal at Grand ·
Central Station ('Business is so bad!" J.
But did we hear anything about why
the railmen had called a --strike in the
first place~ Not a peep.
Here is a less obvious problem rh~u
, unions, and workers generally,. _h ave

emp oyers . rganrze a or ,1s one way
to en-sure that and its right to function
should be carefully guarded. Simplex
has clearly treated its workers badly .
and needs to make amends by resuming
talks and, bargaining in good faith _with
Local 2208. Simplex won.:r ralk; but
the picketers will. I urge you to attend
the rally for Simplex workers, their
families and supporters. Ir meets ar
2 p.m. on George Washingco·n's
Birthday-February 16-outside the VFW
Hall on Deer Street in Portsmouth.
, Ger;i/d !Juf/y i,· ,1n .Enp/J\h insrrucwr at UNH
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Comedy Night -at.Benjamin's is Popular
By Michael Fogarty
On Wednesday nights rhe line,
outside Benjamin's starts tu
form around 9 :30. People jam
· in the doorway, everyone wondering if there will still be room
inside when they get w the fronr
of the line.
For a little over a year n<iw
Benjamin's has been holding
its w~ekly comedy nights, and
for over a · year the restaurant/ lounge h,is been packed
almost to capacity.
.
Doug Clark wh<> is in charge
of rnmedy night stands back and
makes sure everything goes
smoothly . Clark who has been /
bringing quality comedians ro
the Benjamin's from Boston,
currently works through rhe
Boston Comedy Connection.
.. Doug, I need another m ic rophone," said last Wednesday's
main ·act, Se-an Morey. 'T1,n
supposec.l' to liavt: another microphone for my banjo."
Mnrey is nu newcomer ro

comedy. Amongst his crede!1 , hangs Li char~tc-iture· of Ben
. tials he includes three appear- Frankl -i n flexing his bicep.
Above him hang his favorite
ances on The Tonight Show
roys, kites, whi<;h have be,e n the
with Johrrny Carson. Chfrk tells
someone to go- rake care of the butt of more than one comedian's juke.
extra m1c.
Behind the sr,age are wiridows
The f irsr performer Tom '
wirh a beautiful view of the rest
. Bailey leaned quietly against the
rn<Hns ' lending 1~ore material
wLtll sipping his Micheli>b Light
to the performers, especi~dly
as the crowd slowly filed by.
when tlie audience has Leen
Bailey is a newer name in
indulging freely from rl!eir
comedy . He has only been
perforining for two years, bur pitchers . .
The lights dim and a well
he was a final is r i'n W BC N ·s
primed crowd r·e s ponds w i r h
laugh-off.
enthusiasm as Tom Bailey rakes
· "These are the best places to
the stage. Bailey talks for about
perform,"- said Bailey about
twenty minutes about why he
B<tnjamin 's. "They'r-e smalter
is ~1 mat,, what m.~n do because
and more intimate. You really
they're men, and about his
connecr with the audience."
experience with crack.
Inside people move around
Morey performed for almost
looking for a sear, and pulling ,
an hour and had the audiencechairs up closer to the ~stage.
in stitches, juggling the chicken,
Waitresses squeeze through the
the cabbage and the m&in "of
people-with plates of nachos,
pitchers of beer, and trays of death" and singing the )aresr
hits our of Washington D.C. · ~
hop skips.
_ .
Morey ldt the stage ro a
· Over the small poorly lit stage
1

sran L!ing ovation a·nd the audi.ence ·left with th e ir comedy
fix satisfied.
UNH student Paula Folding,
wJrnm - Morey hailed as the
famous transext:ial volleyball'·
player, said it was her first time
to comedy night, and that she
· -thought ir was excellent . She .·'
and her friend were also luc'k-y
enough to go home with souv-

ineers, two of "the apples of
death. " _
. -

ff the hump-day_has you down
next week keep in rni n d that
there 'is a place in Durham with
you in mind. Come'dy night
st-arts at IO p.m. every Wednesday night, but remember r_o get
there early if you want to get
a seat.

An .Open Stage andaFree Beer
By Jim Carroll
Webster's d ict ion.a ry describes a hoo~enany as !Jeing "a
gathering at which folk singers
' sing· and entertain." Sea <c; oasr
New Hampshire has shortened
the word hoorenany ro just plain
hoot, and has modified the
definition to "sing and entertain
for free (or at least for a beer
or twot" Anyway, o~e can't
make a living singing at hoots.
Bur one might have some fun.
My roommate tells me that
whe·n she fi r st m<>ved to New
Hampshire in the early seventies · there was no place but the
garage for her budding musician
bro½hers to play.. Ir is_n 't really
known where or when the open
stage crept into ·the area, bur
now ir seems as if the hoot has
become a tradition that nobody
· will let die, no matter how much ·
money a bar might lose giving
away free beer.
.
Steve Thompson has been
hosting the hoot at Rosa's in

Pc)rtsmouth for the past four
or f i ye yeµrs. Former-ly of Uno
Duo and now with Future.
Tense, Steve considers that the
hoot is impd rtant for trying out ·
new materi a l and experimenting wid1 new ideas. The night
that l showed up to talk to him
he was trying out four songs' he
had learned that afternoon,
reading the lyrics off a piece of
papn propped -up on the piano
in front of him .· After his few '
songs~ T i°)m H obbs of BossCo
wandered up to the stage to play
his version of the Troggs' "Wild
Thing" with Steve accompanying him on the piano.
·
Steve has been surprised ovef
the years ~t rhe relatively good
. quality ·of th e nor-soprofessional acts. A few of the
performers he has seen cquld
be considered bad, bur quality
is i=-c:ally only a secondary consideration with a hoot. The main
idea is to provide an open stage
for anyone who wants to play.

Both Rockin Jake and:the Tone Masters (above) and
the Ham Branch Bluegrass (left) made thefr debut at the Stone
Church hoot. (file photos) .
-

But the best part about the hoot
er was on stage pl.aying a Leo
is being ocpsionally st1prised
Korrke arrangement of a piece
-by an outstanding performer.
by Bach. When he finished
, A while ago Steve was amazed
playing, Kent Allen the guitarist
by sorrie guy from Texas who · fn>m Ben. Baldwin and r_he Big
wandered in, sang beautif_ully
Note, sang a few songs he
doesn'-r nprm'a lly lp ve the opand w,f ndered our, never to be
portunity to play with the Big
seen again. More often, one
Note . Suzie joined Kent for a
might expect t\ > be treated to
an impromptu per-formance by _version of Jesse \Winchester's
"Third Rate Romance, Lc>w
Harvey Reid or Bob Halperin,
Rent ,Rendez Yous." -It' was
or even Edward Gerhard. l_t' is
worth waiting around for those
obvious that they had never
sung it together before.
, .
nights. . .
Suzie rnns'ider.s the hoot t<>
.Suzie Burke is~ New Hampbe ·a good social get-together
shi r e fol~ singer and ,a DJ at
WEVO in Concord who has
for ~he performer as well as an
experimental forum for non'been playing an~! h,,o sting hoots
for years . I caught her on a established singers. Performer~·
Sunday night hosting the hovt
who work all week are given th:
at rhe Stone Church in. Newmarket. As I wandered int<> the
ii plateJ ArrleS Pe'-.tb(>~y froni'':D~>V-;;
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Genesis is Coming to .the Boston Area
sht>w, but the 1nain thing, the
music, is anychi'h-g but neglected.
On the last tour, there was an
enjoyable mixture of old runes,
Genesis brings their 1986-87 a few from the Gabriel days,
North American Tour to New with the best of the new mace:Pngland next week for a_n e·x- rial: There is something to
hausting string of five show£. , please everyone.
The band's history spans the
February 16, ·17 and 18. find the
trio ac-The Centrurn iri Wi>rces- whole of twenty years, with
ter while The Hartford Civic curre·nt success coming only
Center plays host on February after many years without recognition in America . .Invisible
20 and 21.
_It has been over three years Touch, with it's three top ten
since~the band has taken their singles, the title song, "Throw ~
act on the road . In the interven- ing It All Awµy," and "Land of
ing time, the group has -enj_(>yed Confosion" marks the high
m<.>.re than their share of time point of the group's career thus
in th·e -spotlighr as both Phil far.
After ·vocalist Peter Gabriel
Collins and Mike Rutherford
hii it big in the solo market with left rhe band after the popular.
their albums Nu Jacket Required concept album/tour The Larnh
and Mik e and The Mechanics, Lies Down On Broadw_ay, the
in addition to the success of the curr e n~ g roup plus gui'tarisr
group's l.nvisible Touch LP. Stevr,...f lackett, now with GTR,
Tony Banks also released some BJJ'tfed together, with Collins
uneventful soundtrack discs, ./ coming out from behind the
· probably _only in the hanqs ,6t drums .to -the microphone, for
a few Genesis collectors by'now. Trick Of The .Tail and Wind &
On tour, the core.. -fuo of the Wuthering. The success-of these
inimit~ble vocal_isc/Jrummer albums stunneJ the music
CQllins, bassist/ guitarist Mike w<i'rld, or char th<>ught that the
Rutherford, and keybqardist banJ without Gabriel woulJ
Ti>ny Banks is augmented by surely die . A subsequent tour
handy guitarist/bassist Darryl saw Hackett leave the band to
Sruenner and drummer Chester \Purst.ie a solo career. ... And The1i
Thompson. Stuermer and There Were Three and Duke
Thl>(npson also played with both met with general acceptance, but it was 198I's ABACCollins on his two solo tours.
Those seeing the band for the AB that pushed the band inr·o
.
_first time on this tour can expect the major leagues of rock with ·
their first top ten album. Since
to be treated to' a night of
majestic, often long songs, that rime, the group has manexpert musicianship, and the . aged to .become more popula-r
.
most dazzling light show in the with each passing year.
Read a review <>f Monday' s
business. The band puts ari
emphasis on production of the show here next week.

By Arthur Lizz°ie
Genesis .previeu.·

Two Albums,
Two Accol71pl ished Singers
.\

Laurie Meyer anJ Kate Bush William Orbit. Both have a new
are quite ,similar ·in many ways, compilation album available in
both have unique voices which ·the United States. Both are. also
demand imme<liate recognition. largely unknown in said country .
is where. ·the similarities
Boch are competent enough to This
be able to compose their own stop:
W·hile Meyer's 1riusic with
- material, Meyer with the help . ·
of fellow Torch Song member Torch Song is, meant almost
exclusively as a happy excuse
[
I( A l
B U S U
to bring out the dancing shoes,
Bush's music strives beyond
physical pleasures to strike a
deep emotional vein. In spite voice on the hauntingly inspiof chis crushing ~rebral differ- . rational "Don't Give Up" from
ence, each ~rcis_c has managed Peter Gabriel's So LP. As most
~to rum out a,n album of coh~sive British music followers know, ·
Bush's career is much more than
anJ often enjpyable m aterial.
·. Exhibit A is a collection of just a guest appe~uance on a hit
greatest hits and unreleased record.
The Whole Story showcases
tracks from Torch Spng, who
are vocalist Meyer and multi the fair darrtsel's greatest hits
instrumentalist William Orbit. since her entrance into the
On · this albu.m, M~yer's loud- music world in 1977 with "Wuth-whisper, sexually inviting vocal~ . eri,ng Heights," ' which is inare woven through Orbit's oc- cluded with new vocals. The
casionally entertaining, rarely dangerc,usly e1:1,1otional lure of
offensive rhythm lines : This her frail, yet sttong~voice is the
collaboration forges a -hypnot- centerpiece of these twelve ules
izing, if sometimes boring, of love, nature and God. Her
combination .- The best songs voice is so expressive that even
·here are the hits ·cullecl· from .if i)ne could not understand the
1984's Sweet Thin!!, LP: "Pre- words, the thrust of the song
pare To Energize," a Herbie . would still sparkle in the mind's
,
Hancock type dance crack, ·eye.
Bush's later singles, such as
"Sweet Thing," an oonoxiously
~atchy and sugary ·tune, and "Experiment IV," the obligatory
T H E
S T O R Y
"Don't Look Now," a typical·, new hit chat all· greatest hit
I.
albums must now have, "Run·
but useful, dance. track.
Of the n.e w tracks, "Can't Find
My Way Home," a· cover.of The .
BlinJ Faith classic, stands out
(con.tinued from page 17)
the most. It's alm9st as trippy
·opportunity to see each other of these hoots will most defi- as ·early Traffic, but unfortunate- \
ly, and predictably, loses some
and practice what they ' like -to nicely be diverse.·
do best. The quality of ·che _ · Hoot nights -are nearly every of the imrnediacy with Meyer's
performances is not what is d·ay of the week these days. breezy .vocals in place of Winimportant, having fun is.-_Folk Sun<lay nights might find ·people wood's urgent howl._ "White
singer Cozy Sherida.n might at the Stone Church in New- ·Night" al so does itself justice
wander .around giving back rubs market. On Monday qig,hts with the inclusion of a neo-cool
.
and talking to friends all night Rosa's has their hoot. Tues.day guitar -solo. ·
This album marks the end of
and then take the stage -with nights there -are hoots at both
Suzie for an a cappela version · the Pressroom in Portsmouth Torch Song as a Eroup, as Orbit
of '!Can't Stand Up'. '. by Manha and Sparky's -Cafe in -Exeter. is set to release his first solo disc
Wednesday nights there is '.a this summer. As 'i de from his
Car,t er.
At the Stone Church · one · hoot at the SchoolhciusB, in work with the band, Orbit is best
might also hear Mark Hopkins . Portsmouth that is alternately known for his remixing work_
singing· his Pe_ter 'X a row folk hosted by Harvey Reid and Rick with Sting, Belinda Carlisle, and
.
mt.Jsic·, or George Aldridge sing..:· W~tson. Any ~ay you say it,· . Stan Ridgeway.
.in
best
known
i,s
~sh
B
Kate
oppprof
pknty
l)OW
are
there
_ing about how Heleri Caldicott
. ' is dead -and how nuclear bombs .tunicies for budding 1nusicia_ln s · 'At-herica for her ~ cirk with other
f.:im,~)l.iS . ~usicians. Most people
.
. .
.
. ·a re ·, ~othing to mess . around . . to play in public. , l :
kripw h~·r. as the female
! : SCfe1ri· to ._
· with. The material at any one

Kate Bush
The Whole Story
Capitol Records
Torch Sonf!,
Exhibit A
I.RS: Records /
Bv Arthur Lizzie

- - ---HOOT-- -- - -
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·_9.ing- Up Th~ Hill," :1 .classi.c

fnhn l9~Vi :s Hounds of Love,
and "The Dreaming," from the
. albom of the same name, display
a 'large, souhd, especially in the
drums. These songs serve as a
marked contrast with earlier,
sparser material.
Of this earlier material, 'The
Man With The Boy In His
Eyes," with it's touching piano
fl o u.r is hes, a n d "Sat I ri You r
Lap," which conjures irnages
of ~hirling dervishes, seem / to
have 5est withstood the test of
time. The other songs are sti•ll
very enj()yable, the'y've just ·
managed _to age a bit.
· · Both of these albums are a
fine primer to each of the artist's
past work, buL each al$O offers
so1p.ething useful in the present:
· give ' a listen to Exhibit A whi~e
in the mood for dancing, to
Bush's The Whole Story when
'
the mind needs a workout.

r
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Call
Student Senate ·
Universi~y got ·
you dowo?·

Ideas you want
, .to share? ·
'

!

. Concerns? .

Gripe Line _•·

·,
fl(

.Ji;

\

.

. I

Questions?

4·

1 4 .9

Student Senate can find the answers
. to your quest1ohs!
· We need to hear from you
'

.

)

.

·········--·····•,l',l'■••···············•"••.r.•-•-•.-.•.•·····•-•,l'.•,I'·•········-----·-·•"'•·····~·-····~---·-································

.sponsored by COCA, PF 0
•••••••••••1••••••••••1.•.•••••.,,••••,.-••,,••••••••.,,...,.,••••.•••••••••••••"'••••••••;,,•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

Problems?
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once.: every hve days picketing
schedule, "I just wanted to be
here. Listen, if we \Vin , we'll
never have to gu through this
ag:tin. If we lose, hey, I got
kicked in the butt but I fought
back."
"We'll Jo it," he says lacer.
"Ir's costing me thousands in
lose pay bur it's costing Simplex
-m ii lions." ( Every picketer has
read a newspaper report that
police coverage at char one gate
was costing Simplex S 16,000
per month).
A. wom·an drives our. Paul

recognizes her .ts a credit union
worker. "Got ro be nice to her.
Shc·s raking care of my money."
"They must be surprised we
still have it in there," says
Maurice Driver.
"!hat's why I don't take it
our.
By <J p.m. the temperature has
dropped, the wi-nJ has increased,
and the blowing snow bites into
ex posed flesh. Three picketers
:m;tn their posts. Bob Bruyers
w·: tnts r.o talk about civil rights,
entrapment by management
and rhe problems .of senior

an ·employment ad . Earlier ads
employees "½'.ho were given a it is a source of informarin for
who le new sec of rules ~1frer people who no longer have Simplex published do so. This,
being with rh.e company, say, another line of communication · t_he first ad in quire a while, did
open. As if ro prove his point, nor.
22 years."
There is _great solidarity
· He is proud. ··we·re skilled Ray Hamel; who has come in
tradesman. My j.o b rakes five . our of the cold with picket line . among union r:nembers, Ber shi.fr leader Roger Bertrand, trand notes. "When we still
years to learn."
In contrast with the outdoors, shares with his colleagues an draw .100 to monthly 111eerings
employment ad he had cur l>Ut you know we're strong."~
the· coffee break trailer is wanri
There is great commitment.
of this evening 's Portsmouth
and comfortable. Water boils
Herald. Simplex is looking for . "!_his is my life,· Bertrand says
on a kero,sene hearer. One
kerosene lamp giv'es enough · workers. Bruyere says there is quietly, the shadows on bis face
a New Hampshire srarure re- deep in the lµi:nplight. 'Tm 52.
.
light.
quiring a company in the midst I planned to work rill 60. We've
Bruyere ex~~ lains that picket
of a labor d.i spure to say so in got co make ir."
line conversarino is always about
the present sirnarion because /

----WETZEL----(continued from page 1)

resdrch on individual investors.
"Lierle is known about inform a I_ venture capital investments," Wetzel said. He said
he hopes through mo.re research
he can shed more light on the
motivations of individual in. vestors.
VCN, Inc. is first of its kind.
Presently it is assisting nine
ocher groups in the U.S. ,ind
CanLtda seeking to establish
their own nor-for-profit venwre
capital networks.
VCN

fq,-

\-. '. \' :

tion in The Boston Globe·, The
W,t!I Street }011 ma!, and /NC.
magazine. Wetzel s :tid the attention VCN, Inc. has received
is very grarifing. He said the
personal attention is nor important co him bur rather it is
a -;ource of clients and furthers
VCN, Inc. as a service to inves ~
tors and entrepreneurs.
Morrison said an official
awards dinoer will be held in
hon·o r of Wetzel May 14 ar the
New Eng land Center.

:C''''.' ;" Pd ..:.ti.l.U-

THE WHITTEMORE SCHOOL
IS ACCEPTING INTERCOLLEGE TRANSFERS
BETWEEN FEBRUARY 16 AND FEBRUARY 20

INFORMATIO,N AND APPLICATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE AT THE GROUP MEE~INGS SCHEDULED:

Monday, February 16, 8:30-9:00 a.in. (McC 210)
Tuesday, Fe~ruary 17, 3:30~4:00 p.m. (McC 3J.8)
Wednesday, February 18, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 201)
.Thursday, February 19, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC 204)
Friday, February 20, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 201)

WHiTTEMORE ADVISING CENTER
MCCONNELL 862-3885

EXCITEMENT IS
FOR THE BIRDS.

Soar ahovc the treetops. Ski.1~1 u~··cr riwrs. Fly thwugh the night.
· ·
It's all-in a day's work tu an Army hclicui~ter pilut. ·
With our Warrant Officer Flight Training Program, you'll learn
all it takes to keep 2,000 pounds of high#tech excitement in the air. To
qualify, you'll need ,1 high schoul dirluq1c1, and preferably two or n)l)re
yci1rs uf college, in ,1ddition tu oimpl.ctin'g Anny hasic tmining.
When yuu hnish the fli.~hr tr ainin,~, yuu'II he an Army pilot. And
;
yuu.thuught only hirds .~ot ru \\'e,1r \\'i11,~s. Sec yuur luc,d Army Recruiter tu
·
·
,
·
hnd ou.t mure.
3 Locust St., Dover

Tel:

749-0441

187 Wakefield St., Rochester
335-165-/
Te 1:

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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-------~
-----------------------=---•----MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM
by Mike Peters

1WOND5RIF
JOHNNY CARSON .
HAS FL~A5?

~CATNIP~

(continued from page 6)

- phere at the Catnip. It used to
be a Thursday night ritual.
When (The Catnip) dosed, it
wasn't as i1 .'.lportam to go down- ·
town on_a Thursday night. Now
I go' to Portsmouth and diffe_rem
places,"· she said ..
Many other UNH students
who used to frequent The Catnip said they mo go out of
· Durham more often now.
Carolin said,"I don't want to
· go t0 downtown Durham
much. I'd rather to to Portsmouth.'.'.
11:-ene said she also goes to
Portsmouth more often. Phil
said he and.his friends have gqne
, out in Dover more, but said it's
not the same.
"We need the college atmos~
phere," he said.
Andy said, "They have to put
another bar in there (where the
Catnip was)."
The fate of the El Gato is still
uncertain.
Clark said, " ( The Franklin)
has made an offer on the entire
building." He said he has had
no def in are response to the
offer, but guaranteed "a lot of
changes" if the Franklin gets
·
the property.
· The owner of Catnip was
.unavailable _for comment.
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SHOE

bjt JeffMacNel/y
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-y---~-I'U-A~WA'<~

I ·GUS~~ I O'UST

AAVS TO i:ACE. FACf~.

f,E A eu~
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~

· ·1UET<E~ No ROOM ·
IN iASKEiJ;AL.LSO~
AfbWEr< FO~WAfZ.D-..

!
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I

IIIIIIICH PIPIIII
16,278 to choose from -all subjects ·
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

oH, &«>D!.' ·rnaz.e'f AN OLD
litAII 1N A fl.OWING (2oBf StT'TING IN F120NT of' p. GAV£.• JuST
1,.1\c'.e ,t.1 A NIW Voil1te/l cA12TOON,.'

r~ VlllV e(CITEO AlbJT
AAfUNARr t-'UMO{l AND
•·tt,M1A/G OF AGE" MOVl~--

A
UF€

13UT M.A'/6€ 1'U. FIND

NEW

Me.ANlrJ(, IN

ATTKE 1bP Of
THIS MOUNTAIN!!

sq"q;,~~l~~~~ 2
■Nil
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance

Ft'f.2ST, .ITWAS

"'BoNAIIZA "..'Tl'tEN, IT
WAS .. L/TTtE HOf!/E'!II

· 11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels •

THE fJQAJ/21£ " •. 1t'EN,
\T WAS .. UIIUWM To

HEAVEN".. Mlll-lAH
HAIR , 15

t..ANDON ' 5

~

_/'.'"!

LOVED 8Y MIU.IONS°-6UT WHAT'S

--

NEXT?. _-//:·

by Berke·Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

--------- --------- --------- ---------.·
... rR MORE 6f(IJP!I/C
11!116/?IIM5 OF
7H€' PK€5!PYNT~
Ml, NO,
. NO,,, ,

f'f(051111€.
\

f(JKGeT

YI/KNOW, F(Jf(
MY MON~, YOV
N0/tK CIIN 6€€ W
-Ml/CH Of 1Htrr 5/JKT
CF/Hli

\

IT.

DISCOUNT
·COMPUTERS
IBM*-XT
CQMPA.TIBLE .
COMPUTERS

.

111& Til-lE ~AS C.OHE: FO,lt 5Eft.llOlt'5 TO
4£.so t.EAU:ZE' THAT 'SOME nttNC,":,

1-\A~EN'T HAl'l"E~D VET

Dtll~J:. 6':~R ,,, YOU~

FAA"fEU/IT'/ /! L~ THAT

VHAT C.Ou.£(:,f' I~ F~?

I
-~

~
I

1 ·•

sv~E,

YovJt t-11 AJ o

wmt .

A/f,W ICAJOWlfl>bf?

I mD

ASSEMBLED&
SERVICED
LOCALLY

-

• Basic _System
• 20 MB Hard
Drive System
Monitor Included

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOM
Hours: M-F · 9 to 6 pm
-Sat. 10 to 4 pm

THE COMPUTER LAB
66 Third $.t ., Doveri N.H.

742-2902
_*IBM is a registered trademark
of IBM, Corp.

r,\ \'-\ _ \/Tl,.! ...l"\/\,T":J~, ··

~
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CLASSIFIED
NHO C 4th ANNUAL - ARMY NAVY S\,J R-P LU S /'>,NO EQUIPMENT ,SA LE S~nate/ Merrimac k Roo m. MUB. Mon '. Feb
· 9-Fri. Feb. 13: Hours 9-a.m.-5 p.m.

-

· -.

- . ··

197 5 SAAB. model ~9 Rel•iable transpor tation: n·ew ex hau st. new brakes . good tire s.
body rusty . $50a° or best offer C.all ·6592659
. -

Lost Full-ankle length, c harcoal gray. woor '
coat Brand. Name Cassidy. Lost Sat. Night
J;n 3 1-st. If anyone picked up !,his soa_t
by m1sta·ke and •finally rea li z_
ed th ey had
· th e wrong coa t. I would appreciate It. very
much 1i th ey would return it.· Call T~m 862 41'83

Pr eg nant? Need Hel p? Fre e pregnancy
res ting and information on abortion -and
altern.atives. ·C'all 7 49-4441
Senate/Merrimack Room. MUB . Mon. Feb
Carpe,ntry : ~~i~ti~g;, tJ__o ;e~im
-~ rove·ment.
9-Fri. Feb. 13: Hou~s 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
.
_- Top quality work at a low price . Fr ee
NHO C 4th ANNUAL -A RMY NAVY SUR -.
p ·LuS AND EQUIPMENT SALE ·~·

Any decent party wont kick in until a·t least
estimares. ·call Charlie 433 -221_4 evenirJg~:-- ·
11 00 or so. Why not, fill the first half of Y,OL,J r
Support
Grou ps tor Women Who H.ave
evening with yo,ur favorit @valentin 1e a~_
'Been Abused (assauk sexual assa_
ult, date_
SERVICES
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR?I
rape. incest, batt ~r.i•ng. attempted rape.
PROF . MENGE DESPERATELY NEEDS
Get ~ head start - come .to th e Commu Wh·o says the pub oever has decent shows
stranger ·rape). Tuesdays all semester.
Durham-Two pers-on apartment avai.lable
COPIES OF ' BANNISTERS BURNING , ter I T ransf e r Center for apartment in tor :
.· qn f more? TONIGHT.Ill Concert double · 3 00 ~4:30 p.m. at Cbunseling and Testi Qg.
Main Street. Or:ie or two people female.
LEAVES. WILL PAY FULL PRICE. MORRl{.l,.
rnat1 on Ro 0m _136 MUB. We are open ti•II
·
.
teaiur
e.
·
No
Such
Animal
"
and
".UncGnSchofield House. tor -more information call
Cal Donna 868-2081 or Brenda 964:8729
206
1O 30 p m Monday •Th ursday I Friday till
!.':oHable Urg:e,:- $2_StteJdent ·adm_issio'n ,_
~698 and ~-s~ ~or D 9ni~
4:
30
p.m.
R0om t_o r rent in nice duplex . Large kiJchen
Refrig erator $75. full, site Call Peter 659 Alpha Xi Delta Congrat'ulafes its Spring
Legsy Hope your [egsy is better for the
and bath storage-parking -karivan rout e5683
Carpe ntry pain'tin §J. horn y improvement
'87 Pl e dge Class11 Get psyched tor an
game next week. We love ya, D.& C.
Newmarket $200 montn. ,868- 73 10. leave
Top
quality
work
at
a
low
price.
Fre
e
.
El ec tric Guitar tor sale Black Memphis
. AWESOME semesteri. Love. the sisters of _. SUNDAY .Nl~~T;; ·3 me~-~ a 6radle I~
~essage .
estimates. Call Charlie 433 -2_214 e~enings
Le s Paul Copy. Must sell $95 . Good
1Ipha X1
the Stratford Room. $2 student admission
conditio•n Volume and tone controls. 3
Guitar instruction-study with a G.I:T. Grad
NHOC WINTER CARNIVAL SOCK HOP Go.
pickup combination switch. Call 868-9830
Te c hniqu e. improvisational concepts.
Granite State Room. MUB. Feb. 14th, $1.00
Any
dece_nt party wori't kick in until at least
or 862-1323
harmony and theory. ea r training . All levels
for more info. call MUB S-62-21_45. _
Room
11 00 -or so. Why not: fill t~e first halt of your
Gall
now
6597
442
B~rt~~~i~~. Cour~e~s~r1rig bre;,k. Specir-I ·
129
I
ev e ning• with your favorite valentine at
or.i e-wee k course Fo.r details ·call Master.
NHOC CROSS -'COUNViY SKIING' AND
LIVINGSTOf'y_TAYLOR?I
'
Bartend e r School. -84 Main. Newmarket.
Personal Care att.endant. Nci experience
SLEDDIN.G~at Bear Brook Cabin Feb. 20 ,
Wh0
says
the
pub
never
has
decent
shows
NH
Tel·.
659-3718
necessary. Mornings and/ or. aftern0,ons. ·,
22. $JO each. For niore info. Call the MUB
anymore? TONIGHTfil, Concert double
_ easy wprk, great boss $5 hour . .Call D im
For Sale 1.984 Jeep Cherpkee Chi ef 60,000
Room 129, 862-2145
feature. "No Such A,nima l" and "Unco.n692 -4'7 64 Evenirigs.
'
mi. 4x4 ex. cond. new $400 tires $8,500.00
-0.J. for hir e. any occasion. Yamaha
trollable Urge." $2 stud@rit admission.
in
E--ircipe
$239
L.ciwest
Sched.
u
led
Summer
or best otter. Calli rvJ1k e 8§2 -4561. Stoke
Intern 16 hrs/,;k. Desire women .studies.
·Equipment providing excell,eot sound· . Take the
Frac
Fi;ir es to all of Europ e Iron; Boston : Call
Rm . 211. MUST Sell
pyscholog){. s3.ci_al services or health
reprodu'ction. affordable pri ~es Call TP
ternity ·
·1 -800-325-2222
"
stlJdies stuelent w(th a feminist perspec.tive
For Sale-1976 Mustang l'I Black. 4-speed. ·
~nx t1rn~ at 868-6153 or 868-9il59
NHOC CROSS -COUNT~Y SKIIN.G AND
Hi Hol Happy Friday the 13th_. Beware ot
Opportunity · to d·evelop skills . indirect
roof w1ndo~'. stereo. good radial fires. some
NHOC V'{__INTF-R CARNIVAL SOCK HOPSLEDDING at Bear Brook .Cabin Feb. 20 •"im;tamaric money machin ~s ." ' interior
services in women 's he.althcare, at a health
rust -$6 00. Call 603-659-2327 after 6:00
Granite State Plo<9m, MUB. Feb. 14th, $1 .00
22. $10 each. i"o.r more_ info Call the MUB
decorat.0rs and skinless cu~u·m bers I -th e
tacil1t/ run tor and by women . Send a letter
e_.m
I-or mor e ioto call MUB g62-2145, Room
Room 129, 862-2145
Midni-te Bake.r
ot interest tG : OutreachiPersonnel: Fem :
19 79 Plymout·h Ho rizon TC3 with sports
129
inis·t Healih Cehtet' 232 Court St.: P·ortsSpring Break Jamaica Project Manager
Reenie
.
Happy
22nd
Birthday.
No
passing·
·
package. runs excellent. no rust. must sell
Gei ready /.or a tun and exciting time THETA
.
1' molJth ·NH ·03801
Neeaei FREE v acation plus$$$ 1c800ou-t be.for.e 8 ~' clock Saturday night. You're
$1 .000 C9 l·I evenings 659-66~7
C,HI LITT,LE SISTERS first open rush WED.
.?_37-20?1
the greai'esL Luv
Ea,; r{ $'4 8'0 weekly-$60 per'hundred e·n -.
Li sa
Feb. 25
.
1983 Ford -Th1underbird. AM/FM st~reo ,_
_ ~elopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homevyorkers
Le ~·rn barte-ndir:ig-Spri.ng Break, special
A-C. V-6, 49 k-mil es Call Joy ~e at 868,_, SMITTY ~ The look ot distres s ~pon your
NHOC 4th ANNUAL --,-ARN11Y ~AVY SUR~·
need ed tor company ' project stuffing
on e--wee-k course:· Fer-t:Jetails ca ll Master
tace was beautiful as I burned out of yGur
1142
'
PL.US AN[) EQUIPMENT SALE· evelopes and assembling. r11aterials- Send
Bartender School: M. Main St.: Newmarket
lot that tine January morni_ng with r:nY forty
Senate /Me rrimack·Room, MUB. Mon. Fe~
'selt, ad dresseel envel-o.pe· rq J~K·' 75 Toyota SR5 - ec onomical. sporty. 5
N.H Tel. 659-3718
bucks still in hand . You l9se. pal. Th e
speed.
gooa
heat.
air
conditioning,
AM/FM
~Fri Feb. 13: Hours: 9 a~pm
dvJa.ircom p~ny:° PO Bdx''.2q-87: Castaic. CP,.,
Brettster
SUND'AY Ni'GH fll 3 men and a cradle.. In
st
e
reo
cassette
play
e
r
.
No
rust.
Just
· 91310 °
Tak e the Pike Challeng,e ... PIKE ...The F'rathe Strafford Room. $2 student admission
ELISA in Randa.II -Yo u movedl How will -I
i_r::_spe~ted $875 8Q8 ; 50eo_. _
.
Go.
~ C ~u-p,I~ .r1 ~\~.~syy9rnan, _to care ~q r i~_fant
~rnity
/,
.
_
_ ;;
get through the Managerial lectures .now?
·
La d.ies. Vest b¥ North Fac e, M, ,n avy, like
in ~O:~ r- h:o.:ine 2·0-·3 0 ho'urs/vit,e ef,;stadiflg
NHOC WINTER CARNIVAL SOC _
K. HOP .t':'.1y hea r)iS b_ro_~~n I MCS
BEASTIE BOY
, ~pril ,:t1o urs/ salary n~gotiabl,e . f:J?:4: 2-~!_§
SU'NDAY NIGHT.II 3 men alild a cradle In
new. Asking $35. Ladi es ski Jade!. blµ e,
Granite State Room >MUB Feb. 1-4tt;l. $1 .00
at that ·game-but only one can win." Your
.
.
.
very good condition . .size 9. Asking $30
tor more info. ca ll MUB 862-2145. Room
f c:i~e ~;~· ~~~~Y -;~~are,for i~fpnt girl in l~vely Call
lack cit a ·witty 'resporise can onl 1 mean·.
the Stratford Room. $2 student ad.mission.
.
868;' 7458
129
seas1d~ to~n north of Boston. Child care .
that I h·ave won. (Or are you Just thinking
Go. . ,
.
, . .
..
.
experience and referen c@·s :a must. Pay ;. Baby ca rrier/ rocker by Kilcratt with quilte d
::_ slovvly?)_P S. _J~ S,)/vhat ci.id the _d\/\i~!/_:3~Y ?
Fr ee beer to anyone who can g'ive me a
cover. mint conditiori. $18 , Call 868- 7458 . ·. Any decent party wont kick In until at lea st
. negotiable. Call 617 -423 -2700. and leave ;
·
t·:
;
·
;;a~
- : -·- - ,ii,;.,,1.1 :OQ. 6rso,,iWhy rio~ till th@t1rst hal,f of your- , _r..i,de, lg 1Mass Amh~r?t Fr) Ee,b ·1 ~th Any deoent party won't kick in until at least
. ,~ -~ _es~ag:e}qr ~ ic~:
evernng w_it-h y_our favo rite valentine at 11 Ple@sei _Share$, Call Patty 862-4140. lea11e
11 :00 or so. Why not ·fill the first hal-f of your
Fur Coat bru si,ed Beave r. size / 2. MINT
Swim- lnst~u c;;'tor/Lrtequard: full ti me e m:
[_Tlessage
_
~ONDITION $,3'90 or bt ~868~7458
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR ?I
.
evening with your favorite valentine a,t .
ploym~ni .r,ri id . Ju,rie throu·gh- Labo'r Day,
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR? I
100% wool. long winter coa t: burganoy
NHOC CROSS-COUNTRY SKIJNG AND
Who says the pub never has decent shows
qualified ~appli c ants, current WSI' ,Private
color: size 9/ 10, perf ec t condition. B1.,1y
SLEDDING at Bear Brbok Cab.in Feb . 20Who
says the pub never has decent shows
anymore? TONIGHT.Ill Concert double
ii'w im / 1\o n~is club, -Manchester ,,N H $6new while iCs still coidl $50 858-3228. Ann
22. $1 O each. For more into. Call the MUB , anym0re? -TONIGHTll'I Concert double _
feature . "No Sc1chl An ima l" and "Uncon7.00 per Jj_ou r S@rid ·resume: Swin;imer's
Room 129. 862-2,145
feature' "No Such Animal" an·d· "Uncon NHOC 4th ANNUAL::-A RMY NAVY SURrt.tic .. uo\irs Elise Hood: 85 Hemlock St..: p L U-S AND E.Q IJ IP MEN T, SALE - !!:?llable ~r_g~::: ~~- ~tuden! admission
Overs~as Job;;-summ er. yr. round. Europe. . !_r:ollable Urg~_.:- $_2_stude~t adm_i_s~i9_n.
NEED MONEY? I need baseball cards tor
Manche~t~/ N·.H. 03104. 60·8:3472
!- ·
Senate/Merrimack Room , MUB Mon Feb.
S. America. Australia. Asia': All fields . 900 H,a ckey saders do· it with their feet. What my ·c ollection I'll make it worth your while
9-Fri. Feb. 13: Hours 9 a.m.-5 p.m
does Tim T use? ·'
2000. mo. Sight seeing. Free· info .Write_IJC:
·
/ ..
if you go honie and dig them out The _mcire
PO Box 52-NH 1. Corona Del Mar Ca
cards you've got t'he more money I've got.
LOST &. FOUND
92625
Pl ease call Scdtt 4434 for more info.
Found A set ot keys on t-he path by Young
Any decent party won 't kick. in until at least
Drive ' Please call 868-6023
11 :00 or so. Why not fill the .first half of your
low co~t t o~put ;r software ·- IBM PC ,
Lost Jan 27 in MUB PUB or rea rby. a, color
evening with your favorite valentine at
Zenith. AT&T. compatibles. Everything from,,
'·'You\;e come a long·way baby"
photograph of a woman and young man
UVl~GSTON TAYLOR ?I
fi~i;incial analysis to games.-Orily $1 .00
with lon g blond h.air Thi s photo has great
Happy_21st Birthday Jenna!
Who
says
the
pub
never
has
Glece
nt
shows
tor d1sk,.tull of pr0 grams . Se,nd $1.50 tor
sentimental value and I m in real troubl e
anymore? TONIGHT.Ill Concert do'u1ble
28 pg catalog. To PO ~E. 28 Belknap St..
if I don't tind it. Pl ease contact Rola_nd at
feature . ·No Such Animal'' and "Uncon Dover. NH -. 0:3820 '
271 4, 1f found
Love,
trollaol e Urge_.··· $2 studen'. admission
Your fanf,
Finan c ial Aid: Sources locat ed for fresh H,N,K,J,J,B,S,K _men / so phomore by computer Reasonable
rates. Money back guarantee. Academic
Fu-ndsear c h. p\o Bo x k: Plymouth. N.H
032.64
Apt for rent-Newmarket 1 bedroom available at $200/mo On Kari -Van Rte . Low electric bills. Smoking okay. Available 3/ 1.
Call 659-3941

Pik-~c~;ii~~g~.:.JJIKE::The

; tar:hp~'d

y

__

Ca.iv))
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THE FAR ·SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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"See Dick run. See Jane run. Run r,un run.

See the wolves chase Dick and Jane.
Chase chc:ise chase. ·..."

...

**' CUP/D'S BACK/~\

tKim, I still love you even!
:though you're a nerd. :
*
Half*
:P.s. Pari.s is watching! :

ANI) SH{5 THRO.UGH

,r,__

_;f~ -

FOOLI NJ?J AROUND.

*
. ,.. . HAPPY VALENT/NE S DAY***************~*1
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Hap py Valentine's Day
M .Rf' I hope you don t mind that I put dowr1
in wo rd s how wonderful life 1s while you·re
in th e world .. I love yo u this much - and
more111 Please be my .Va lentine With love.
& the Girls .

~ev1n-Happy Valentines D_~iScooter
Happy V-Day Daddy' Lo ve Sylvester. Zeek
'n Zak. Pinky vooch-ko. Wylee. Snorks.
Pav and foofur. (PS. Mommy love you too 1)
.HAPPY VALl::NTiNE'S'DAY HOLLY ..
John - Even though our past has been
rough. the future i.s looking brighter every
day 1 I love you hon ey. Happy Valentine 's

C :B . Thanks tor an awesome weekend 11
to·o bad i' passed

Kim · Th ere should be a law against that
@ public parties. OB class will never b e
th e sa me. Three l;Joffalo'1 Keep out of.those
snow banks' Jules

Me

" J ' you slime. You know I love you (eve n
thought I can 't get enough time with you).
Keep smilin' S. 111

J.R . ff 18 - Happy Val entine s Day' If you ·re
not doinq anvthina. I'm free to listen to vom•
1anat1on on th e physics of aerodyna_

Q_~y. ~Mis~y ..

RbJSSELL J Hey baby' An y way you can
· get work off Saturday antl play hookie with
me ? These past few m.c:inths have beer
9reatW1!I you be my Valentin e? Lov CAG .

Number 28 on the hockey team. ·1 t
you ·re hot and I want you in a big w
that you're all excited - happy
day' Love forever. your roo .

Tim)
TO the one and only ._' ·
away you are or how -'.
may be . I still love ·
us honey and we '
~~PPYV~l~n!!~~· ·
Jet Boy-Those ·

We
e you a re
from th e
can get
rtsmouth
sweat =

·s

' •i

· ~~reQ" ··
!:f_S~ .: f:i.~E.Y._Y._~~~ntine ·:

d. your eyes are blue.
and I love Loon with

Valentine 's Day 1 You're

s _Da~

y_ou rn~k~ .my h~~'.t sing1 Gu .

LAN SKJ

you much lately but

To Kim T Do th e greek ·
· tomorrow? - I hope so: Happy

u're the best:p~ddy

. Q.~y').~i~p~y_vv.a..n.d.erlulll _! ~.

(8 am l -Tu ·ere's
ega lo de co razon_?

Marilyn M . - Will you marry me?
and always. Happy Valentine's Day .
.
your future. husband David

eth Ann - HappyVal entin e·s Day (S ee.
I even am beginning to remember to send
.
.e_~rsonal~ ~Va.i~)Love Head

Sue - S~rry about the trip. sorry about the
' ring, but I love you and that's the main thing.
Love Ken

h

Snail. Hope, you
tin e·s Day. B ewa r ...
clothing , but trust th e ·
the so uth . See you in a c ·

c-·

Gumby

lli s

Deb i - T hanks for th e surprise.
you fee l that way. He re·s to youl H a
'
Val en,tin e·s Day Ken

- -

You 'r'e my favorite little esk im o. you're
m ake
,.,.- my favorite Jitt le Krau11 You alw.ays _
m e can dy. you're nic e, you n eve r s hout ' ..
But. I must be going away. I wo n't be he re
for Va len tin e's Day. I kno w I'll rea lly miss
you too. I ri1 a ll s hook up and in lqve w it h

...... ·-·--- ···· · ••·••· ·

T o th e " HOT" looking guy in R4 Ha ve a
great Valentine's Day and remember
sweetie·. "Je 'adorel " -Laura
C.J .: At la st - your name in print 1Just wanted
.to let you know that I love you. I love ·you
I love yo u You 're th e greatest' Thanks for
every thing so far. Happy Val en.tine·s -Dayl
Your best friend.
Denny. It's been a long tim e . been a long
tim e. been a long ion e ly. lonely. lonely. lon e-

!y_time ,J_
Hey T eddy bear - what do you says you
and me? Can't wait for th i2 weekend . Happy
Val en ti ne's Da y ' Crazy about you Lo ve
Cind y. PS now. wheres my dollar?

· 1rd Valentin e's Day
able' I lo ve you more
. ·ery day eve n. How about
kies? Serious celebration

ou have lips like
Tilly Baby-Did you
ro se peta ls? Happy Valentine 's Day' Lo ve . .
Chris

. y_ou! ~ove T S <:;
L AU.RA. How are \he moo moo 8ows?
T sssss. Watch out fo r Freddy and sascwat c h . And now for Be rmuda? H ere 's to

Kri s- Happy Valenti ne's Da y. Wow' thi s is
· ·
·our io urth . Love Ken

~uture leg ri ~g_s}on

H appy Vale ntin e's Day t o iny favorit e
Chr i-st,a nsen Sena tor: Lo ve. an admi ring
representative

Jona - Long tim e. no see Lu nch? Lobster?
OK how a'bout Ju st a coffee break . Tak e
care. J

Hey B-Bunk le. HGv/s my little Shcmiky pi epDo Reme mber m e, [ 'm yo~r a ll tim e
favorite Valentine. Love. Horse Head

T o th e _wo nd e rful g uy I m et at th e ghett o
la st Friday Happy Valentine·s Da v.1 Hope

!9 see yo u a.Q_ain ~oon'

KSK -Thank s for th e personal . I. don't :.Vant
to say anyth in g that you will read into so.
I'll jus t say Happy Valentine's Day . See
y_a Saturda y. SP~
I'

Ma r-k J. #12-l've had··my eye. on you in the
~ -ninihal!.

I'?li~~ -!o getto:knowyou '. Mouse

'

,· H~P.PY Valenti'ne·s Day Brooks . I :love Y'.o u'
Lauren
Adam .J Happy Valentine ' s Swe.etie' .
Thanks for staying ·with me. I believe 1n ·
US' Here 's to many more happy times' DS.-

N

,
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-----TRUCK----<com~nued from page .1 >
· following the incident. "When
I first.got to PublicSafety, I could
bare'ly write,:· she said. "If we
hadn't moved we would have
been hit." .
· "While we were at Public
Safety;" said Bennett, "we heard
the DWI charge come in over ·
the radio. The act was irrespon. sible and the driver should be
made accountable for his ac tions."
. Sgt. Kopreski, prosecutor at

Public Safety, said he was unable
to say anything about the case
at this ·time because of who's
involved and the nature of the .•
case.
"The Durham Police Departmern is nor inv()lved," .he said,
"it's Public Safety that is press· ing the charges." ,
The information will not be
disclosed until after the case h.is
been to court. When that will
be is still not certain.

12')erlkins CoUrt ,

·we>Delive,r
7 d8y!; a v.,eek
S_p.m. - m'id.11_ight=:_'·
.i
!

Fast,Service .

I

'

j

call ·

·1

l
l.

· · -.868-2009
J

.r

,.l
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SELL YOURSELF to
ROCK&ROLL
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· Join SCOPE's Concert Committee
-help make decisions about the musJcal programming at UNH
-anyone on committee gets first choice for working production and security "
at shows.

{·
I
.

. ·

Be at the Senate/Merrimack Room in the MUB, 7 p.m. Mo~day
,· ·. ' ·. . .· . ·. , · · r
the 16th. Put ~urham, NH on the map of R&R.

i·
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·Wil dca t spo rts- sta ts and stan din gs
•

I

Men's Hoop

WOmen's Hoop

ECAC NORTH ATLANTIC CONFEREN CE ST AN DINGS

w
··.Northeaste rn ( ,18-7)
1
:Niagara ( 15-6)
Boston lJ niversity ( 14-8)
Canisius (l 3~10)
Siena ( 12-9)
Hartford ( 11-11)
· Maine (6-14)
New Hampshire (3- I 8)
Vermont (4-18)
Colgate (3-19)

SEABOARD CONFEREN CE STANDlN(; S
W
L
PCT '
Northeastern
2
9
.818
_ Boston University
8
2
.800
Maine
9
.7'50
3
New Hampshire
8
Ii
.U>7
Vermont
4
._)6L!,
7
Hartford
3
._100
7
Central Connecticut
I
.100
9
Brooklyn
0
8
.000

· ·W ILDCAT LEADE~S

PCT
:917
.846
.769
10
.692
4
9
.667
4
8
,,,
.385
8
5
.250
9
3
10 .167
2
I
1 I .154
2
.154
,
11
2
11
1I

L
I
2
3

'3-Point Field Goals

#
26

Andy Johnstof.l
Greg Steele
Derek Counts

18

7

ATT. · PCT
.5 _1 I
49
47
.383
10
.700

~lLDCA T LEADERS
Rebounds
Total· ,
165

Kris Kinney
Be~h Curran

WILDCAT LEADERS .

Men's Hock ey

GP

.._

w

L

19
17
15
11

5

7
6

5

8
8
. 12
17
15
18

T
0
1
1

3
2
3
3

PTS
I

:>I

James-Richm ond
Steve Horner

32

.G
16
19

A PTS
.2()

42

17

36

(_L2- I -_1)
WILDCAT LEADERS
,Scoring

38
35
31
25
16
15
13

AV(;
7.9 4.5

W on1e1:1' s Hock ey

Scoring

HOCKEY EAST ST AN DINGS
*Boston College (? 1-6-0)
*Maine (20-9-2)
*Lowell ( 17-9,.1)
*Boston lJ niversity ( B-12-3)
· Pro~idence o -·17-2)
Northeastern <7--17-3)
New Hampshire (8-2l-3)
*-clinched playoff berth.

,

Goal tending
''

--

GP

Greg Rota (7-16-3)
28
Denver ~foorehrad (0-1-0) 2

GA AVG
124 4.71
11 8.25

Andria Hunter
Katey Swne

GP
16
16

A
15

G
10
6

H

PTS
25 ·
20

_Goaltending __

Cathy Narsiff
.Liz Tl!ra

GP
12

(j

6

:>

15

..,

,,

'"

The Prograr:nming Fund Organization
is looking for a

BU SIN ESS MA NA GE R
and CO OR DIN AT OR S
to train for next y8ar's staff
/

Stop by Rm. 134, MU13 Jo~ informati on and applications

A_V(;

1.}9
0.71
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Wildcats IOse a 'g'ame and a starting guard
left on the game clock, co By Rick Kampersal
captain Karen Pinkos scrambled
R~bounding is often an overlooked aspect of the game; ·fot a loose ball: In the process,
everyone likes offense. Bu t the several bigger Black Bear playwomen's basketball team didn't ers ' fell on top of her, breaking
even give us chance to ,over- her clavicle. She will be lost for ~
_
/
l0ok -it Wednesday night against th;}·est of tl:ie_ season.
Maine. They lost 82 -67 though - / I he game Itself got otf CU a
· the game was close lace in the-- sluggish start as both teams
seemed a bit nervous. Maine
second half.
Make no mistake about it, this shot 36(}{ in the first half and
.game was lost because there UNH shot }4!J . .· It wasn't
s·imply was no rebounding. "Ir's exactly an offensive explosion.
def inicely .the main weakness ' Tc was a ~ery s_loppy half of
on chis ream," said coach:Kathy ?,askerball, a?mmed Sanborn.
Sanborn. "We work on it every · Our rebounding weakness was
day in practice but what it comes exploic~9,-" ~aine led by eight
down co is that we just don't at halftune, J6-28.
In the_second half, the Wildhave the individuals who cap
cats
hungtough. Pinkos (18
jump.
.
.
Now they have anorher prob- ' _poinrs, six assists) and Kris
lem. With about thiny seconds Kinney (20 points, nine re -

a

bounds) : led the cause, but the continually converted rebounds
J?ors~.h will a_ll see more playing ,
rebounding conrinued co be a into points to ic:e the ga1i1e. ·
· __
tune, she said.
problem. Altogether, Maine
The loss made the 'Cats l-3 DRIBBLES: UNH is now 12 swallowed up 55 rebounds, in their last four conference , 9 overall and 8-4 in the Seaboard
compared to UNH's 24 . Black games, something which-doesn 't Col'lference, good for fourth ,
_Bear guard-Victoria Wacras lpd worry Sanborn . "We '. ve played place. Northeastern, Maine and
14 rebounds. herself. "We go up very well i-n m()St of those close BU are all in a logjam near the
against teams like that ~bat are / games," said Sanborn. ," Ir's ,just top .. .Kinney is leading the team
taller than us, " said Sanborn. a matter of rebounding."
in scoring ·.cwhat e-lse is new?)
"Karen (Pink<)S) and Melissa
The injury to Pinkos will w ich a -20: 5 ppg average .. :One
(Pfeffei;:le) arc;: often mis- surely hurt. The junior, who was. bright aspect to the game was '
marched."
leading the team in assists, is the low amount of turnovers
With three minutes left in the a vital part of the team. Pfefferle
(nine) that the 'Ca ts committedgame, the 'Cats trailed by only without Pinkos is like Abbott .. .Kinney-had a gripe about the
five . ·:we certainly had our without C0scello, Ralph without officiating:, "They .were terri opportunities," said Sanborn . Norton, or, well, you ge t the ble/' s~id the sophomore center.
"And we didn't cap.italize." idea. "It's -a difficult thing," said 'They have that reputation and
Watras (20 points, 14 rebounds, Sanborn. "Now ·w e're going co we . knew what to expect, but it
see what we' re made out .o f." was ,s till frustrating." ... UNH
10 assistsj, center Liz Coffin ( 18
points, l4 rebounds), and for - Junior Michell·e Altobello will plays on UConn's floor Saturday
ward Laurie Gott (17 points, 10
in a nQn-league game ... Next
likely be Sanboi;n's choice. "Mi- home game is the. 16th against
rebounds) did however, as they ehe lie, Shelley Fitz, and :peb
the girls from Harvard. .
· ·.

Wt'estler_s hot;

Pin . BC Eagles

Tuesday's sports pages will feature an in-side-out look at the man who is responsible for the
conditioning of over 7QO ~arsity ithl-etes. Peter Katz talks
''Dino." ( Roni t Larone file
photo)
.

to

Vermont overtakes icetn·e n

By P ..J . Swee.ney
Ludholm gym wrestling mat as .
Mc.Hnentum is a great thing four Eagles were pinned by .to have on your side when th e UNH wrestlers . Mike Caracci
gGings are about to get tough. set the cone for the ,night,
The UNH wrestling team finds pinning BC se~ior captain } :>.hn ;
an ally in momentum as they • Zogby barely two minutes into
approach a difficult and impor- their match.
..
cant weekend.
Not to be outdone, W _ildcat,, ·
_ Tomorrow, Coach Jim U rqu - Steve Russell pinned his oppo- ·
hart and the wrestling squad -nent in the l34 -pounc:L weighc · ·
jourq_ey to Boston University class. Wildcats Eric Hunziker ·
to take on two of the better and John Caramihalis each .
wrestling teams in .the area. In outpointed the qppo_sition and
a quad me~t, the Wildcats will UNH held -a 19-6 advantage _
fight the host.BU, Springfield hair-way through the match.
College and Maine. Maine is the
To no s:urp.rise of anyone
only simple task presented to watching, Paul Schwern was
UNH in the meet.
victiHious as he pi·nned BCs
Sarutday's meet is important Chuck H urchalla uQder three
for many reasons. UNH is minutes into that bout . With
-J:>ouod to cross paths with both - over 90 Ca.reer victori~s·,
BU and Springfield at the New · Schwern has extended his.-UNH .
England championship$ in Con- a'll -ti'm~ victory total. The record·
necricur in early March . _Th~ for single season vjctories will
'Cats results this weekend could also soon· be Schwern's~ possibly
prove a few things to the team. this weekend. The senior cur~
A srro.ng performance will · rently has 30 through ·'1986-87
inscallconfidence, yet a di~ap- and David Yale, -wh,o hel-d rh'e
pointing outing will show UNH previous career victory mai:;k,
the areas it must work on in set the current sing'Ie.-season
prepar.ation for the New En·g - mark with 32 wins in 1983-84.
· tands.
. '
. Chris Murtha, the Wildcat's
The UNH grapplers certainly 190-pound entry a.lso pinned
have cha.t momentum men ti - an Eagle. The final scote .q f the
oned pushing them into the match was handily in favor of t,
quad -meet. The W'ildcats have the Wildcats, _1>4-12.
J
· easily won their last five meets
The Terriers from •BU ,in•a y f:
and are f\ying high with a I Os be the stiffest oppusiti·on ch~ --jj;
4 season's mark. On Wednesday Wildca.ts have in th~ area. With ,;
night at UNH, a domination of the New Englands at the front~ ~
Boston College added : more of their minds and some self~ 11
spark into the UNH wrestling ere.aced momentum .leading the· l
machine.
~ way, there's no one, especially · (
The Wildcats won an bur th{.>se dressed in the blue and. ·'f
three matches against the Ea - white, who- doesn'r.beli~ve .a
gles, a-nd one loss was by forfeit. Terrier can't fall at . the hire of, :~
BC got a good taste of the a Wildcat,

adds this."
seniors) have had a great four
Brown, from Cornwall, Ont.; ye~1rs here. We have three home
has spent much of the -s eason · games left, .,ind we'd love it if
"'" . UNH's ,. ieason is winding paired ~irh -f rosh 'Chris Grassie, the rink is full tne last couple
_down, but captain James Rich - helping him develop into one of games," Richmond said,
mor1:d contin_ues to ;move up the of the team's steadiest defend~ "We've had more good times
all -nme·scormg ladder with each ~rs. The same has occured with than bad."
goal and -assist.
Wott(m, Rochester, N.H., who
"My big final goal is co, make
· ', His_latest go;,il in the Wild- brbke into the lineup a six gam~s the playoffs and play in the
cats ' 5-2 non -league loss to ago, and is paired with sopho- Boston Garden," Rota said. "I
Verm,ont _wis his 16th of the more Mike Roth. "Hav.ing ·and ; was lucky enough to be here in
sea-st>f!, aAd h.is 56th of his experienced blueliner there with
1982 and 1983 when we went
career. Against Providence he them is important ,s ince expe- far. Th·e freshmen have someadded thr'~c;: a~sists to push his rience helps everyone," said
thing to look forward to."
caree,r tota,l to !01, moving him Richmond.
The . Ve r m o:n t lo s s w a s
up to l 0th place with Bobby ·
Rota has fa<,:e<l a lot of. pucks ~pened_. by Roth 's first 'c ollegiate
Gol!ld ,9 n the a-tktime list. The behind·-the ··rebuilqing defense; , goal, a :backhander past' goalie
next ·as_sii t will 'be-him with Jon and is now seq)nd on the all- . Elias Delaney . UVM's Kyle
Fo~1tas in ninth ·phtce. His point rime assist record with 224·1 McDonough added two quick
to.r:al ·(>f '1_.)}, puts him ~mo 11th saves. The native of Randolph, goals 31 seconds apart, but
place with D.in ~~mer, five away Mass. is 403 saves behind Greg Richmond's powerplay tall-y
.fro·m Gotdie ·Glark .and Dan
Moffet, and has backboned the evened the score . after one
Foxger _w•hp.\ 1re· ninth on the . defense this year, c<>ming up pe_riod.
I
scoring honor r6l1.
with. many big saves . .
In the second Mcl)onough set
"I saw .a ·1oc of (Bruce) Gillies up Toby Ducolon for the game
' "I( rn_;J.kes_: me feel really goo'd
to be rn.ov.ing up the chart," said
and <Todd ) Pearson., and they · winner. After that Delaney
the captµin ~. 'Tm honored to pe
we_re unbelievable, so it feels preserved the win with s~veral
wich .rrye guys)'mwith."
good" Rot-a said.
big sav~s one off Jeff Lazaro at
-Richrrfond :and classmates Al
Bob KuHen has ·often paired . the end of the period. A quick
Brnw:i1, <;hris .. Laganas, Greg Laganas y.,ith frosh-Mark John-, goal byJim Purcell in the third
Rora a:nd Peter· W<Hton have
son and Sophom.t)re Dan Prach-. opene,d the Jead up tq 4.:2, and
be~n ·c ont_~ibuti'ng lead~_rsh_ip. · ar. ·Number 24 has earned his
Shannon Deegan scored. in _the _
on . a. young ,t eam; whie:h has ·Spot inche lineup after being
fina·I ininuce for the 5-2 final.
SN';~gg,led the fast rhr_:e sea~ons.. . a walk"oJJ from New Hampton·
·UNH will-re~1-une its .league' , .
Hier a_ll..add_ a Imle. ,b1t ?f ·;. prep-. Atthough no.c · bei,ng a-.. schedule ~fowh at BC on Tues- ·
sq1net~rng, Rtt~mond "sa1J .,. · gifted scorer;. he ·has··chrown his : day.-They still c~a'iJ Nothe;sxem .
a?_OL!t ~IS fello~ se~1<1r.s·. "A_litde .. > we,ight . around .the c~rnfrs, . . by liWO p<.~iri,ts, and PC by _three
bit~.);f !'r;r,d~r.shtp ,an'd ~xp:qen;ce . . ·'iega/dJ~:s.s of th~ opporien-r' s:· poinrs •·irf'thei,; 'bid ~for t:he fin-al·
It_,s wrong.:to say something like ... .size.' . ' ': -•;... ; ·.. ·. · . · ·
., playoff s-k>r:." .·
' .· · •:, ' h • · · ''
Allister .adds chis an~ Laganas
"On rhe whole we /ch~ five
By G_hris Heisenberg ·_
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Sports
_Wildcat wome n :skate aroun d COiby, 9-1
By Julie Weekes
Snively Arena's sub-arctic
chill that freezes on-lookers to
the marrow never seems to take
affoct on the UNH women's
hockey team. The heated up
Wildcats blazed across the Snive-

ly surface on We,dnesday, leaving a 9-1 clobbering of Colby ·.
College in their path.
Colby proved no match for
the red-hot Wildcats, who now
have a 12-1-3 record. However,
you have to give Colby credit

for throwing a scare into UNH took a shot on UNH ·goalie Liz
when they scored· the first goal Turn, another Colby player took
of the game just 39 seconds into · a whack at Tura and knocked ,
the contest . What would turn her arm backwards towards the
out to be Colby's lone goal of net, resulting in the goal.
the night can be attributed to
"I caught the puck, but I
a fluke. After a Colby forward bobbled it," said Tura. "As /it .
was sitting on my arm, a Colby
girl hit my arm and t~e puck
went into the net, undetected
.
by the referee."
That was it for Colby, though.
It was all UNH from then/on.
Junior Katey Stone showed once
· again that she has a knack for
putting the puck in the net as
she registered a hat-trick in the
game. Assisted by .Andria Hunter and Heidi Chaluplnik, Stone
whipped one past Colby goalie
Pai.g e Aiexander for her first
goal, getting the Wildcats on
the board . A goal by senior
assistant captain Janet Siddall
sent the 'Cats to the lockerroorn
with a 2-1 lead.
Stone continu.ed to dazzle the
Colby defense in the second
period as she scored two more
goals . Freshmen Andria Hunter
and Heidi Chaluplnjk assisted
on both of Ston~'s second period
scores. Hunter had an incredible.
middle period. Leading the team
in scoring with 25 points, she
nor only sec up three goals in
the period, but netted one for
herself midway through the
·
from
Mules
White
the
of
The women's hockey team is on a roll. Wednesday night's crushing
second. Othe-r freshmen aided
Colby upped Coach Russ McCurdy and his squad's record to 12-1-3. Next game for the Wildcats
in the <.)ffensive cause as Laura
is Sunday night at Brown. (File photo)
Prisco and Chalupnik each

scored in the period. Add an
unassisted rally by junior Sue
Hunt and the_, Wildcars had
be,~ren the Colby defense six .
times with-in the 18 minutes of
.. .
.
the second period.
Already ahead by seven going
into the the last period, UNH
added one last goal by Joanie
Heisey. The senior fired past
Alexander, assisted by Amanda
Moors (her second of the night),
to make the final score 9-1.
In only her fourth start of the
season_, Tura nearly had a shutout against Colby. The juniot
gc:·d ;e felt nothing wrong with
her case of pre-game butterflies.
"I like being nervous. It gets me
ready and I know I'll play a good
game," she said. Being .nervous .
paid off as the one ·unusual goal
was all that Colby could squeeze
by Tura.
Undefeated in their ·1ast l 'S
games, the ·w ildcats are fast on
their way to the ECAC tournament. Only three .more games
stand in their way in the regular
season before the ream ptepares
to defend their championship
title on March 7 ano 8.
Coach Russ McCurdy predicts
Providence, Northeastern and
Harvard will be the teams the
Wildcats wil( battle. "It's going
to be a tough fight," added Tura.
Judging from UNH's fiery' play
and record so far, it seems the •
Wildcats are equally cough and
ready.

Purple Eagles soar over UNH
T earn ·is still strugg ling
By Stephen Skobeleff
when Arlauckas jammed two
Niagara -points through the
· hoop uncontested. At that point
everyone witnessing the contest
·knew tbe Wildcats' 'D' stood
for dead. The Niagara lead had
reached new heights at that
point at 17.
In the first half the largest
lead the Purple Eag ·~es could
claw was twelve, 34-22. But
. Keith Carpenter and mates saw
to it that this would not ·r emain
unaltered. Carpenter scored the
next four poiC?,tS by sinking nyo .
-free throws and soon after
throwing down a major-league
slam of his own. That 34-26
count was what the teams would
· take into the locker rooms at
the half.
The second half was not
played much differently than
the first. Niagara still seemed
to have control yet the Wildcats
were always in close range.
Before the fin al three-minute
break-down the farthest the
Purple Eagles could extend their
advantage was 15, and this only
happened once. _W ithin the next
minute and a half, Niagara fell
somewhat and the advantage
·
dropped to 8.
But as was the story .all night
loflg, each time UNH chipped
at the Eagle's lead a little purple
end came with 1:52 showi_n.g . bird, namely Niagara Coach

Frustrations continued for the
UN.H tnen's hoop team this past
Tuesday night when the Niagara Purple Eagles showed up
in · Durham. The Purple Eagles
zipped in, handed the home
team an 85-67 loss, and then
zipped out. It was the Wildcats
third straight loss -since the
morale lifting vicrory over
·
-. Vermont.
This was a game in which
Coach Gerry Friel's men never
held a lead. Qnly twice was the
score deadlocked and that was
at 2-2 and 12-12. Furthermore
the Purple . Eagles had two
players score in the twentypoint bracket. Center Joe Arlauckas and forward Mark Henry had 23 and 26 poin.ts respectively.
With all of this stored away
in memory along with a glimpse
at the final tally one might
believe the Wildcats were whitewashed with purple jerseys. But
a· blowout was not the case.
Actually the Wildcats hung in
. there with the ECAC North
Atlantic's second place ream up
until the last three minutes.
We "played pretty tough,"
stated New Hamp~hire's sophomore forward Brian Spano, "but
broke down toward the end."
In this writer's estimation the

Andy Walker, whispered in
their eats and explained to them
that the Wildcats were coming
back. The Eagles always responded with points of their
own
Niagara's scoring wasn't the
only thing plaguing Friel and
friends on this evening though.
The referees had to rake some
of the credit als(). Spano agreed,
"They blew the whistle and had
to make up a call." Most of the
time the -zebras did blow the
whistle the call was aimed at
the 'Cats. 1 Most of the t~me' they
weren't blowing the whistle the
call should have been aimed at
the Purple Eagles. Coach Friel
did much of the refs' work from
the sidelines. Too bad _they
didn't appreciate it enough to
listen .to it.
When asked about the rest
of the schedule Spano mentioned only the team's next bout.
-He felt that the games should
be taken one at a time. The next
competitor for the Wildcats is
a
Siena . The Indians will
challenge, but that doesn't bother Spano. Spano explained that
it would be a. q=al booster to
ov~rcome such a challenge.
Siena comes to town this Saturday with game time set for
·1:30.

be

Tommy Hammer goes up with a jumper in.last Tuesday's game
against Niagara.(,Gr-a,igPark er:photo).,, 1 , , . , , . . , . , 4., ~. 1 ! f f ~ / , ,
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